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The ALPBP Teacher Training Componeht

The teacher training component of the ALM project was implemented.over

a period of two years in tWO different locations: TUcson Arizona and Berkeley,-.

California.-

In TUoson, Arizona, the teacher training component was implemented in

coOperation with Tucson Unified School District (TUSD) and the University of .

Arizona. Tucson was selected because of the district's interest in providing

teachers, resource personnel and administrators with basic training in alter-

native modes of assessing-language proficiency.

TUSD adminstrators felt that the ALPBP teacher training program in

ethnographic/sociolinguistic methodologies would complement their efforts in

developing a nontraditional language proficiency assessment instrument, the
4

Language Proficiency Measure (LPM) (TUSD, 1981)-

.The general goal of the training component of the ALPBP project Was to
-

provide a forum wherein teachers and administrators would explcre the applica-,

tion of ethnographic/sociolinguistic theories and methodologies applied to

language droficiency.assessment practices. In order to accomplisii this goal,,

bilingual and monolingual educators were provided with a background in)inguis-

tics, sociolinguistics, ethnography of speaking measurement, and research

methodology. The expected outcome of the training was that it would enable

Tucson educators to develop more effective language profiCiency assessment

strategies applicable-to their particular student population.

The .teachir training program at Berkeley, California. consisted of a

suMmer cOurse offered through.the University of California.. it was- entitled',
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"Speaking of English: Teaching the Language Minority Student." The goals

of the course were to introduce participating teachers to theoretical issues

involved in educating language minority students.

The process of implementation, outcomes, and evaluation for each of lb

the training programs are in the ALPEIP Teaching Training Report components:.

V7

A Course on Bilingual Language Proficiency Asipssment

Susan Philips
Department of Anthropology
University of Arizona

Ethnographic/Sociolinguistic Issues and the Assessment
of Bilingual Students' Language Proficiency

Charlene Rivera
ALPBP Project Director

Carmen S!mich
ALPBP Project Research Associate

InterAmerica Research Associates, Inc.

Language .Proficiency and Minority Students

Jim Cummins
The Ontario Institute for Studies in Education

Lily Wong Fillmore
University of California at Berkeley.
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A C URSE ON BILINGUAL LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY ASSESSMENT

4.

Report to N.I.E. and. Interamerica

by

. Susan Philips
Department of Anthropology
Dhiversity- of Arizona



-ktOURSE ON BILINGUAL LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY ASSESSMENT

OVERVIEW

Part I: Approaches to Bilingual Language Proficiency

The purpose of this report is to 4escribe, explain, and evaluate a

course that Tams taught at the Universi4 of Arizona by Dr. Susan Philips

on Bilingual Language Proficiency Assessment, in the Spring.of 1980.

The course was funded byLLL through a grant to Iitameiica intended

to stimulate both teaching and research on the,topid orlanguage proficiendy

assessment..

The general purpose of the course was to.provide, bilingual teachers

with information about approaches to language and language use that would

be helpfUl to the teachers in their efforts to assess the "proficiency"

of their students in Spanish and English. Frau the beginning. Of the

instructor's involvement in planning the course, the course vas intedned

ta be "ethnographic" in basic orientation and emphasis, with that ethno-

graphic orientation viewed. as innovative in the area of language proficienc7

assessment. /The instructor began the course with the view that present

approaches to bilingual language proficiency assessment, are inadequate

and inappropriate in several key respects that can be remedied in part

through the joining of both theoretical/substantive and methodological

aspects of ethnographic approaches to language use with the more institu-

tionalized approaches to a language proficiency assessment associated with

educational psychology and to a lesser degree, cognitive psychology.

e

Because this ethnographic perspective is so crucial to the organization

\

of the course, an effort will be Made to explain why and how that perspective
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is thought to have potential for improving language proficiency assestment

processes.

In the United States, bilingual education progiams exist primarili

because of our civil rights commitment to equal education. Children whose

first language is other than rnglish (and these overwhelmingly Spanish in

language background) generally have had lower scores on school achievement

tests than monolingual English speakers, and it has been argued that
.

bilingual education would provide bilingual children with equal acceis

to the education system and eradicate the achievement score disparities

between bilingual and monolingual children.

In fact, such eradication of achievement score disparitiet has not

occurred.; One responte to the absence of :change in. achievement ScOres,

in spite .of bilingual education, has been to Criticize the tests that

measure achievement, and to argue that the tests are culturally biased,

and do not capture what the Children know, or that the tests don't even

measure-very worthwhile skills and perspectives being transmitted through

bilingual programs. Within this framework, language proficiency tests

have come in for their own share of criticism, and it has been argued

that if the tests that measured the children's relative competence (in

e.g. Spanish and. English) were better, then placement of children in

partiCular educational programs vould be. more. effective , .and. 4chievement .

scores would improve.- While this is an overeimplifidation of a verf comPlet

set of itsues, it sets the general framework for 'what. I will call an

etb.iimgra hic critique:

From a substantive, point of view, an ethnographic orientation entails

the notion that children's. school language skills should be viewed*within
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a broader framework of culturally acquired communicative competence.

While cultural differences in children's pre-sChoól and outside of school

language socialization experiences have been recOgnized.for some ethai0

m4norit1 .populations in.this country,.notably, Hlacks'and North Ameiican.

Indians, such cultural differences-have been given less attention in the

discussion of the educational problems of otr bilingual population*. Foe'

those groups, the linguistic difference has been so salient that.it has- ,.

received moat of the attention. Inadditicd; there is a tendency among'

at least Hispanic groupS to associate cuture with food, dance, and other

very visible marker* of ethnic or natial identity, rather than the lesS

.disilayable features of :everydaycUlt e which comprise children's soCiall-y-

zation.

An ethnographic, and fundamentally anthropdlogiOall view of language

proficiency iS that the concept should embrace the child's full range of

social Uses of language and nonverbal-signals rather than encompassing

only the narrow uses associated with the transmission of.the-literaCT

skills of reading and writing. We could then ask what the relationship

is between the child s communicative skills in different domains, and

consider how knowledge of the child's communicative skillS in non-academia

activities might shed light on-and help interpret or-explain his or her

patterns of language use in academic:activities.

An ethnographic view of language-socialitation invokes "cUlture and

cultural-differences,in language'socialization to explain the poor achieve-
-,

ment sCores of childrin:ftom ethnic minority' backgrOunds. School cutricula
,

assume and build on a tingle model of language socialization. Sometimes

there is a poor fit between the School dAlopmental model, and the child's

pre-schoOl language sOcialization experiences.
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The developmental model is based on white middle.class children's

pre-school language socialization experiences,.but the ethnic minority

child's language socialization is culturally different. Minority children

come to school knowing different kinds of things. When they encounter

school tests, it is as if they are asked to perform "Apples" when they.

know "Oranges," and no one ever tests for "Oranges."

Stated quite simply, if ye are to meet children where they are as they

came into schools 4umi if we are to build on their strengths, then we

need. a description of the nature of the communicative competence Of

children fram ethnic minority'backgrounds, so that this can be dine.

We also need to know hdw cultural differmaces affect children's classroom

behavior, so that when a child is havittdifficulties in school-, we can

tell that it is because the teacher and the curriculum presuppose cultural

knowledge in the child that she Or he dOesn't have. Perhaps we can even

aetermine what sort of -knowledge:isAnvolved.
In. other words, an ethno-

graphic perspecttve'entails the advocation Of.the concept of.oulture and

an explanatory tool in bilingual langlaage proficiency- gssessment,1

.
Firma -a methodological poitt of view, an ethnographic perspective holds

that experimental.methodologies can never enable us to grasp the nature ot

children's.coMmuniCative competence,
because such Methods by their very

nature.alter that competence. Instead, observationv.partiCipant observa-

tion, add interviewing
arerecommended as the research.tools to be used in

determining the.nature of children's communicative Competence', and theplace

of educational testing-approaches to language proficiency assessment is

Ndthin that broader.perspective of communicative competence. It has also

been argued that teachers can benefit from being trained tO carry. out.



ethnographic research on their students' communicatIve competence because

it will broaden their perspective.on their students' language skills,

enable them.lo identify students communicative strengths, and to build

=those strengths and use them in academic cognitive development.

This, then, was the ethnographic perspective with which the course

was begun.

The course itself can be viewed at an interaction between this

perspective and the concern of the instructor to meet,the neas o the

students in the course. Accordingly, it is appropriate to piovide some

information about those students and their concerns.

The students for the coutse were recruited.through the Title VII

program in the Tucson Unified. School District, generallx known: a;District

One, and the Sunnyside District, also ia Ttcson. All but'fone of the

students wau involved in District One bilingual education programs in

one way or another. .0f the fifteen people who came to class the first

day with an interest in enrolling in it, 6 were grade sChcol classroom-

teachers in!'flill" bilingual program!. Four of these.ware first grade

teachers, one a second grade teacher, and one a fourth grade teacher.
A

It was to this group that the course was most directly addressed.- There

were also two teachers in pull-out programs for Spanish Reading who-woliced

with Spantoh dominant children in the first three grades. There was one

.1.110. school teacher who worked with freshmen in a Title VII bilingual program,

whose students- were-Mexicam American, but who were learningSPanish at a

\
beginning level. Two .peoPle in bistritt One were in non-teaching positions.

associated with bilingual programs .(a resource perSon, who Spent most of

her time teating children and evaltating tests, and a Title VII evaluatqr

'7



Who Was also the liasOn person: tetWeeluDiStrict .0ne.,:he.odur5e instructor.;

and Interamerica) .and three administrators. w&e fromigrade schools with

bilingual programs. NOne.of these last-three ended-up taking .0he aburse.

Finally, there was :me teacher who, workedwith LD siUdbnts oi their
;

literary skills in a grade school pull-out program. All but two of the

people were functionally lilingual in Spanish and English. /MIS range

ksipresenta well the kinds of people who came In and out of the-course, and

the range of kinds of people who*finally finithed the course.

. , ,
From the first day of class, it was clear that\most df the teadhers;

were imr,a fairly difficult position in:their roles as assessOrs Of bilingUal

language proficiency. They began the school year inplprOgrams.in.whiclethey

4ad little Or no "say" in detertining which children werellued in bilingual

,

Prdgram$1 or which children were defined as Spanish dominant or English

-#0 .
dominant. Most of these teachers had to administer tests designed to

measure lankuage prOficcency at some point during the school year,,but,

they usually did not receive the temt scOrtsuntil after thechAdret

had moved on, to.another grade: And most Of the tegherse at SOMA point_

Anring each year, made and acted upon decisions that could seriou4y affect

a child's academic progress-=decisions that were based on their owil.

assessment of their studentd' language skills: Should a child be recoimended'
*

for learning disability testing? Should hehe switched fripm the 'Englis,h

dominant to the Spanish dominant re ng°groupl. And sO.on.

Generally, the teachers believed t,hey were in a better pOsitiorr to.

asset; their students' skills than others, since, they see them using

language fir more than anyone else, and are proficient bilinguals themselves,



unlike many administrators-. Some of the teachers who came to this course
(11

were critical of the formal instruments used toAmeasure proficiency, and

skeptical about their, validity. Some of the teachers distrust those who

test students far learning disabilities on the grounds that none of the

formal testineinstruments were in Spanish.'

'At the same time, none of the teachers had had any formal traiming

in hoW to evaluate and interpret formal tests, so they lacked confidence

in their own critical orientation. And. they were clearly aware that their

own language proficiency assessments lacked credibility with administrative

personnel who made the student placement decisions with which the teachers

had to live. Several teachers expressed concern over the fact that they

are not consulted or that their opinions are given little attention in-

placements decisioni that iie suppose4to beilaased on language proficienCy

assessments.

In general, then, the teachers came into the class'with ambivalent

feelings about bitingual language proficiencysssessment. -On the oneband,

they felt their-knowledge of their students' language proficiencywas

crucial for the child's academic developMent. On the other hand, they

felt'inadequate in theirknowledge and anxious over the decisions they

were making.

Clearly, then, the primary-practical aim of the course beCame to prO7,

vide the teachers:with information that would facilitate their langdage

proficiency aasesSment activities.
so,

\There IF!re three parts to the course. Part I was an overview of

approaches:to bilingual langdage proficiency Assessment, with emphasis

on..sociplinguistic and ethnographic approaches. Part.1I eocused on the



nature of the child's communicative competence in theTclassroOm and the

teacher's aasessmentof bilingual language proficiency in that context-.

Part III dealt with the child s communicative competence in the Communtty,

and:with the effects of cultural background on that competence. We will

now cOnsidereach section of the course in more. detail.'

Part I: Approaches to Bilingual Language Proficiency

The primary purpose of this first fiVe-week section was to introduce

various approaches to or definitions of language proficiency that can be'.

of Use to teachers in their language broficiency astessment, and to inte-

grat proaches into a single coherent--view. Above-all, it was -

thOught to be important to, develop the notion of communicatIve competence

as the most integrated approach to language proficlke407, a4d.t0 deMOnstrate

the advantaget of such a view Over the7more strictly linguistic.notions of

.proficiency'and the mnre "literacy achievement" definitions of proficiency

that are salient in educational testing today.

CoMiunicative Cdmmetende

There are three aspects of the concept of communicative competence

'that were highlighted in the course: rirst attention wasgivenTto*the

POint that cOmmunicative competence involves the,influences of both hi:man

biological make.up and oulturally acquired knowledge'in the determination,

of.the structure:Of language. Lectures and reading materials deteloPed

awareness of the biological role of the brain in processinglanguage,-.

focusing on the lateralization Of language and areas in the brain

assOciatea with-partiCular aspeCts.of language structUre (e.g. Broca's

area). Awateness Ot thenatural dimension d4'...language:strncture
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was developed through comparisons of English aad Spanish phonology,

morphology, syntax and semantic structure. Evidence of inter-cultural and

inter-linguistic variation in language was also presented through lecture

material on the nature of dialectal, stylistic and contextual variation

in language use. ta this way basic linguistic concepts were reviewed.

Second, attention was given to the point that communicative competence

is a combination of linguistic and social knowledge and the concePt Cas

developed by Dell HYmes1 refers to what .&personmust:know te conmunicate

La a socially appropriate fashida.. The point wat.made that intra

linguistic diversity la,dialect and, style is matched by a. functional

differentiation in code use that could affect the nature of's. child's

language proficiency .La two' laiguages. We dLscuised Wendy:Redlingerla

fiaditgs in a Tucson study of' mothers of bilingual children that reported

their accountt of which language they use for various functions/purposes

with. their children--e.g. the finding that the Hmother5 tend to "scold"

in Spanish, but to "praise" in English.

To increase teachers' awareness of the relation between linguistic

form and function, transcripts of tape recordings of diverse situations

in both Spanish aad English were provided as class handouts throughout

the first section of the course. Thus, the teachers were given transcriptions

in Spanish of a formal interview on telbvision, Radio Fiesta commercials,

a Spanish class at the University of Arizona, and a child's re-telling

of a narrative told to him in Spanish.

Thiwconcern with the social.patterning of'code use was then expanded

:to.inalude nonlingUistiO.aspects of communicative competence., partiOularli

15
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non-verbal signals. Specifically, the students in the class were

encouraged to Consider the following aspects of communicative competence

in face-to-face interaction: 1. The Attention Structure of face-to-

face.interaction,:or the behavior of teacher and students that signals

who is pdying attention to whom; 2. The Turn Econamiet Of Various

A interaction, or the teacher's and students' use of different

t±,

L-.

formats.

for determining who willspeak when to whom; 3. Discourse:Structilre,

or the way in which different individuals build on the utteranges of,

others; 4. Linguistic Form, or the,linguisticproperties of the utterances

of different indiViduals in various 'soCial settings and fraM diverse Social

baCkground, and 5.- Cultural,KnOwledge, or the differences in knowledge..

that affect our abiltty to contribute to verbal interaction in a socially

appropriate and meaningful manner.

In the lecture material on these five aspects of cammUnicative comne-.

tence, emphasis was given to the point-that people from cultUrally

different backgrounds differ in all of these areas, and that ill of

these aspects of communicative commetence are part of normal human

essessments of language proficiency. The teachers were asked to cons±der-

the extent to which these various aspects of communicative entered into

their awn language proficiency assessments.

The third aspect of communicative competence that was given particular

emphasis in the rirst section of the course was the developmental process

through which communicative competence was acquired. In this section,

the fiist twa features:of communicative competence which had been givea.

attention were-agein raised and developed further. Thus there was .

% -
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discussion of the ways in whiOh the development of comtunicative compe-
.

tence involves both biological dimensions (whi4h are the mein source of

cross-linguistic and eross-cultural similaritiedin the developmental

'process) and social Or cultural dimerisions (which are the mainsource of
C

diversity in the development of communicative competence). Both the

developmental process and its cUlturally specific naturevere demonstrated

through examples of the culturally specific development of competenCe in

the five aspects of competence just reviewed: attention structure, turn

economies, discourse strueture, linguistic form and cultural knowledge,

drawing heatily on the instructor's own research on the Warn Springs

reservation. Thus, to illustrate, the discussion of attention structure

suggested that while children's ability to pay attention to a single

signalling source generally increases over time, Warm Springs Indian
.

children demonstrate a greater'capacity to sit still (behavior, that is

taken as evidence of attention in the classroom) for longer periods at

earlier ages than Anglo children, a trait that can be directly related

to their home socialization for stillness and calmness.

This notion of culturally specific developmental sequences was con-

trasted. with the educational assumption implicit in curriculum materials

and associated instructional booklets that there is only one relevant

developmental sequence in terns of which children's language provicienay

can be measured.

Some attention was also given to efforts to lay out developmental

models of second language acquisition. We discussed the notion that the

age at which a second language is acquired will affect the acquisition
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process because of:the already disCtssed developtental stages in the

brain that affect langtage acquisition (e:g. research on Genie; the notion,

that .one can't pronounce like a native if one learns a second language

atter the age of 14).

Attention was alSo given to tbe conflict beWeen the currently Salient .

view that the sequence of acquisition-of linguistic form is the same in

acquiring a language as a first or a setond language, due.to universal

biologicallr-based constraints and the view that the acquisition of the

1 J._ fOrm of the second language:shows interference from:the structure of the

L..

first language.. The focus on secOnd language acquisition of course also.

, entailed consideration of functional differentiation of the two languages

in the acquisition process, but not in any detailed manner.

Applications of the-Concept of Commtnicative CoMpetence in Bilinotal Lanuage

Proficiency-Assesament

The first sectionof the course also covered two spedific.aspects of

the application of the concept of "communicative competence" in the practical'
ro

activities of bilingual language proficiency 44sessment in schools.

nrst, it was stggested that educators are interested in variation in

students' language proficiency primarily in relation to variation in

academic achievement and more specifically in relation to explaining ESIsz

acaddmic achievement.

When a. child does poorly in school, there is a need to determine what

sort Of educational-prove:II/ill improve the child's performance. Tbat

need in turn has given rise to various EXPLANATORY FRAMEWORES for explaining

vby aliVen ohild it doing poorly. The choice =Ong explanatory frameworks.
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will in turn determine the choice of special progrws chosento improve

the performance of a.given child. ,Several explanatory frameworks were

discussed to illustrate this notion to the teachers: 1. The normal curve:

In allmskill areas, some people do better than others, and if this

variation, inherent in any normal population, is Measured performance

will be distritmted along a normal curve. In this class, tbis variation

was characterized as probably biologically based, although in practice

poorly understood. No special programs are called for when poor'performance

is viewed within,this framework. 2. Learning Disabilities: When poor .

performance is explained in terms of a learning disability, a special

program designed to combensate for that disability is thought to be called

for. 3. Linguistic differehces: If a child. is thought to' be doing poorly

due to the fact that he is bilingual, and more competent in a language other

than the one being used far instruction, bilingual education is thought

to be called for for that child.

The teachers.in the class had alreadY exp#etsed,their concern that

.the wrong exyllanatory framework is often used in "diagnosing" and treaAng"

bilingual children who are doing poorly in school, although they did not

express their contern in those terms. Particularly, they were concerned

that children who are bilingual are labeled as having learning disabilities,

when they don't. This notion was expanded through a key point of the

course, namely that there is a need for another explanatory framework,

namely the notion Of CULTURAL DIFFERENCES IN COMMUNICATIVE COMPETENCE.

The point:here wastiat cultural differenced in commtnicative competence:
, .

and in the-developmental sequences in the acquisition of:communicatiVe
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competence can Cause.thildren to be unable to comprehend what they are

being taught ln the clastroom. .Sgch a causal framework shoula 'be one

of the optioni considered in attemptng to explaih and do somet4ing

about difficulties children are:having inoschool.

This notion also entailed a criticism of educational tetting namely

that formal measures of bilingual language.proficiency, or testing instru-

ments,.'do ndt allow for or recognize -cultural and stivational differencei.

J.
in language use, but rather capture only limited aspectt.of communicative

4-

competence,within a single oultural framework.

This point was puriued in the context of general discUssion of the

role'of educational.testing in language proficiency assessment,' which-

dealt 'With 'both the methodological and stbdtantive aspects of'testing.

First the instructor lectured on the differences and relative advantages

of the psychological experimental methodology of educational testing and

-the anthropological ethnographic methodolOgy associated With the concept_

of communicative campetence: the experimental methodology Controls data

-
collection t)arough presentation. of the same stimuli in the tame enviton-

ment to all subjects by structuring the situation for the subjects.

Ethnographic methodology involves collection of data through observation

of naturally occurring activities. The experimental methodology has the

advantage that much commarable data can be quickly gathered, and the dis-

advantage that it is difficult to determine what the relationship of the

testing situation is to naturally occurting uses of language. The

4 \

ethnographic methoddlogy has the advantage that naturally occurring USet

of lariguage and relative skills on those uses are assessed, but the
ft.



disadvantages of that large amount of directly comparable material on

different individuals cannot be obtained quickly.
4

Through discussion of language proficiency assessment instruments

thit are used in ihe Tucson schools, which were available for examination,

teachers were shown how they could.readiIy determine what aspects of

communicative competence were being measured by different tests. Two

points were given particular attention: First, any given test usually

focuses on some limited aspect of control of linguistic fora, and treats

it as it:that aspect (e.g. vocabulary, syntax...) could stand,for the whole

of language. 'Which aspects are focused on can be readily identified.

Second, it is important to determine whether verbal skills or a combina-
.

tion..of vetbal and literacy skills is being tested. Tests that require

the child. to examine printed. materials for any purpose merge literacy skills

with verbal skills, and may confound. the two.

The general practical purpose of this.disCussion vas to converto

the teachers that they must know what-the tests test:and how they test,

so that theyrcin suunlement test results with their °Wm gathering of

information on skills that are not tested by thatests,*yet are relevant

'to school achieveMent. This final point brought us to the seCond section

of the-course, whiCh"focUsed on teachers!. language proficiency.assessment

activities in the classroom.
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4

Part II: Communidative Comeetence in the Classroom

The general goal of the second part of the course was to teach

the teachers to carry out ethnographic observation in their classrooms,

and. to use that skill in increasing their awareness of the nature of

their students' communicative competence in the classroom.

The means used to accomplish this goal was a research project in

which the teachers were to describe their own bilingual language proficiency

F' assessment activities, or to do an ethnographic description of their own

evaluation activities and the interpretive procedures they use in assessing

students' proficiency. There were no assigned. readings fdi this section

of the course,,and the iu-class lecture and discusdion activities were

organized entirely around the facilitatiOn.of this project.
, .

In the first phase of the projeet, the teachers were required to.pro-

vide au initial description of their language assessment procedures.

Each student in the class was asked to ranks. group of 10 of their students

--iii terms of their relative language proficiency-in both Spanish and

English. Thmsthere would be two separate rankings, which could involve

either the same or different children. Theywere asked to describe the

aspects of the children's communicative competence that they attended to

.in making their language proficiency assesssmnts, and the contexts within

the classroom which they relied upon in making those assessments. 'The

instructor made it clear that those in the class who were not regular

classroom teachers would be able to adapt theassignment to their,interests

and practical circuinstances.

The.second phase of.the projeet vas the celleetion of-language use

data in the classroom. The teachers were asked to tape record the students

22
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they had ranked in the language use activities in both Spanish and

. English that the teachers use as a basis fOr their language proficiency

assessments. They were then to transcribe 10 minutes of the Spanish

activity and 10 minutes of the English activity. '

The third phase of the research project was the analysis of the

data base La terms of the extent to which the behavioral evidence of the

children's language use actuaaly corresponded with the teacher's initial

: bilingual langUage proficiency assessment. Specifically, the teachers'

were to determine whether thestutients who had been ranked as more:pro.6.,
. A.n'the_transctipts

ficient La a given, language actUally.dislpAred greater amounts/of whatever,:

qualities the teachers had indicated:they evaluated positively: Thus,

for. example,, if a teacher initially indicated that she:used size of

vocabulary cif words.with.three-or more Syllables as a criterion in.-

evaluating lamguage proficiency,-then she was to deterkine whether the,'

students she had ranked as more proficient aCtuallrexhibited more,three:

or more syllable words in their speech than those she viewled as less proficient.

Where thestudents' behavior conflicted with the teachers initial
e e

evaluations, they were asked to indicate why they thought this had oCcurred.

Finally, they were asked tO compare their Own assessments of the students'

language proficiency with available scores from formal tests of language

proficiency, and discuss reasons for any discrepancies between their own

evaluations and those of the tests.

There were several reasons for developing this particular project as

a, mians for teaching teachers how to do ethnography. First of all, other

approaches to classroom:CoMmunicative competence did not seem compellingly

. prdmising. Theapproadh Most consistent with the instruotOr's own
;



research and writing, and one suite consistent with the first part of

the colirse would have been to encourage the teachers' identification

of cultural patterns in.classroom language use that are specific to

the Mexican American community, and that could be affecting either

children's performance on formal tests of language proficiency, or

their'general achievement patterns.

However, idettification of such patterns would have been difficult

without concomitant attention to such patterns in Mexican American

community contexts where they are likely to be more readlay in evidence.

So it was thought best to reserve this approach for the final section of

the course. Had, the instructor's reseakch background been in Mexican

American language use, rather than North'American Indian language use,

this is the approach that4would have been taken.

A. second possible approach would'have been to focus on contextual.

variation in children's use.of language in the classroam and on individual

students' variation in language use skills depending on the situation..

The purpose beie would have.been to. make teachers aware that one cannot

determine the oVerall nature of a child's language proficiency from any

single context anymore'than one can on the basis of a laxiguage proficiency

test. However, totake this approach would have been to assume that the

teachers were in fact unaware of the children's variable behavior, and it

lies not clear that they were thus unaware. In point of fact,it was tot

known howteachers in' bilitgual programs go aboVt evalUating their stUdental..
s

language proficietcy.

Ultimately, however, the primary reason' for,focusing on the descriptiO0

:and evaluation of the teachers' language proficiency assessmett'processes
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was Practical. The purpose of the course was to provide, the'teacheri

with knowledge and skills that would be useful to them in carrying out

language proficiency assessment activities. That purpose presupposes that

bilingual teachers have and should have an important role in language

,proficiency assessment. Yet in practice, the teaches s role is ambiguous,

as was indicated in the Overview of the course. Teachers obviously have

far more opportunity to assess children's language skills than other

school personnel, and they act on those assessments in their roles as

teachers continuously. Yet many of them feel that the major academic

decisions based on language proficiency assessments, such as who will

be placed in what program, are out oftheir hands. And it is clear'that

teachers often lack credibility with administrators in such decisions,

so that, far example, the results of a test can be given priority over

a teacher's evaluation of a child's language skills. Why they lack

credibility'is not clear. This state of affairs exists in a vacuum of

knowledge about what teachers actually do when they assess their students'

bilingual language proficiency.

A description of the way in which teachers decide who speaks English

and Spanish well or poorly should be useful for a number of purposes.

For the teachers, it'should help them become able to articulate to others

just how they make their decisions, help them substantiate their decisions

.in dealing with administrative personnel who doubt their abilities in this

area. It should also enable them to' more1 easily engage in self-
\

evaluation of their own,assessment procedures, particUlarly when their

descriptions cat be compared with those af other teachers so that they.
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can learn from one another. Such descriptio) n also etables them to compare
. -

,

t :

L.

L..

their aPproaches with that offered by oUtside resource;people, in this

case the instructor of .the course.

For educational administrative personnel interested in improving

bilingual language proficiency assessment cmcedures, Such-descriptive

information should be useful in devel.oping a more systematic approacho

.the incorporation ofteacher assessment processes in the overall assess-
.

ment of bilingual language proficiency. If administrative personnel agree

that tests are always limited arid quite specific in what they assess; and

that additional sources of information should be used in making decisions

that will affect students' academic experience, then the teachers'

assessments are a natural, logical, eplcient and useful source of informa-

tion. But the teachers' assessment procedures cannot be used systematically

if no one knows what they are.

For all these reasons the teac4ers' research project-was developed.

As.mas indicated earlier, in-class activities for Part II of the course

entailed presentation of material that mculd be usefUl to the teachers
y-

in carrying out their projects. bne such activity was the presentation

and.discussion of properties of language use that the teachers might

wish to focus on as a fundamental part of-their assessment process. They

/fere given a handout.that enCouraged them to consider which,i any,,of

the five aspects_of communicative competence discusied earlier (attention .

structure, turn economy, etc.) entered into their assessment.

In addition, ihey had been given transcripts of classroom interaction

frau both Anglo and Indian classrooms along with the paper by S. Philips,

1

"Getting the,Floor in the Classroom." Discussion Of the transcripts and .

2 6 1

.4,
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the paper focused on the fact that teachers obvidusli.ratify utterances

..of some stlidenttmore than others. AA effort.was made to. characterize the

-Aapecta of langnage use that were being thus,,explicitly evaluated.. The

aspects of language use being evaluated. included: 1. The factual.

correctness of the child's-utterance (e.g. cats don'tbark); 2. The

linguistic appropriateneas of the child's,response in terms of word clais

categories (e.g..)q: What did the bird do?" A: "Pretty" - ii rejected

because it isn't a.verb. 3. The topical relevance or the child's

utterane; 4. Wbether the chil4 was talking out Ot turn; and 5. Whether

the child's use of.anaphora was appropriate -ai.e. could the, referent

be identified? The list was not meant to be camprehensive (because it

vas based on a small set of-transcripts), but rather suggestive, and-the

teachers were again encoure.ged. to consider whether thez rely on any of

these aspects of language use in their assessments.

Through lecture presentation the" teacfiers were acquainted. with Basil'

Bernstein's characterization of elaboratedandrestricted.nodes". The

teachers wereencouraged to consider whether.,they negatively eValuate Such

1
features of 'restricted code"'as shorter'utterancei, coOrdinate but not,

subordinate Clauses'-and heavy use Of anaphonic pronguns. Bernstein's
-

accoulit Of the relationship between codellse and social...organizational'

features Orlanguage socialization in working Class versus middle'class
tvc.. 4

L.;

homes wai also explained, to stimulate the teadhers thinking about issues

tpat would be focused omin Part II/Of. the Course.

Finallyi the Bilingual Syntax Measure was reviewed:

iPle first paper the teachert turned in describeOheir student rankings:

of Spanish .and English proficiency, the criteria Underlying those rankings,

And the language use situations observed by theteacher on:which those. .27

.
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rankings-Imre based. Then during the Week that the:teachers were tape

recordingtheirTclasses, the instructor went Over their first papert.-to

pulLtogether a report to giVe back to the teadhers Which comparei their

apprOaches-so that they could learn from one:anbther. The salient featureS

or the teacher's' description* (most of-which.Wira repOrted in class)

included the following:

1. Many of the criteria for language proficiency that the teachers

said they use were.very academic in orientation. Qgickness of fiimients'

responses reading comprehension, abilitY to grasp new concept.readily

and ability to do tasks indePendentlY are exemples of such criteria. ,For

.the teachers, then language proficiency ismerged with academic achieve-

ment to some degree.' .,This is not surprising. -In practice probably all

of our-language droficiency assesmments are situational/domain-specific.

Since teachers' main professianal'function is e evaluation of academic

ptogress, it.is appropriate that.those as p ts of language use which'

refledt academic achievemeet would b the salient in their conscious

discriminations..

2. ;46st of the teacherI identified features of linguistic structure

among the dimensions of anguage use relied on in zaking language pro-
-

ficiency4tasessmotts Syntam.and vocabulary.were most Often mentioned

as.aspects'attended to, but eiamples Were too infrequent.for it-to.be clear

what Was intendedalteilaiigOttg!vggialirVrthe greater the lite of

synonyms, and the less recourse to the other language, the.more proficiency.

, Propex word order, particularly having the adjective before the noun in

English and after the.naun in Spanish, vas one syntadtic Criterion teachers
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mentioned in class. *Correct use of.verb tenses and syntactic complexity

wire also mentioned. No teactier mentioned pronUnciation as a factor in

these papers. :Greater fluencylras also taken as evidence of greater

--proficiency in both:Spanish and English.

3. Therelfere several oftenamentioned atPects,Of langUage use that

weretpecific to the assessment of baingUal as opposedto monolingual

language proficiency. Codeswitching or mixing of language was mentioned

repeatedlyts evidence oflest language ,proficiency. While the.teachers

- recogaiied tbe social genesis of codetwitehing and did:not-vielfit as

itigMatized ALLL-of themwere committed to .programt in which Spanish and

English were kept separate to that for any given lestont or participant

structure, their intent was to use only one.language for the entire

activity. hus while their studentt entered their bilingual programs

i with much.mixingof-languagel, the teacher; made it clear that the.students

were to try tostay in the one language in which-the teacher initiated

the learning activity. Given this
.
aPproach, switches'itto the,"other"

language weee Interpreted by the teicheras'evidenCe of lesser control of

the language of the lesson.

The teachers'also repeatedly mentioned tt_polauguaie of the home as

a-dimension:of their In other wOrds, if the-teacher

knew that Spinish was.spoken in the studentss home she vaslikely to

attribute more proficiency in Spanish to him or her. This aspect of

lanuage use was set aside until Part III of the course.

4. Most of the teachers indicated that they rely almost exclusively

on organized lesson actICiaes in which they controlled the interaction-
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as the contextual basis for their language proficiency aseessments. All

of the grade school teaChers.relied particularly heavily on reading group

activitr. Only two teachers gave systenèt ic attention to contextual varia-

tion in children's language proficiency, ut in their discussions and more

informally in other reports., there was dis ussion of contextual variation .

in amount of student talk, presaging the ergence of "amount of talk" az

an impOrtant variable in bilingual language roficiency assessment. TWo

patterns of assessment were evident in this realm. First, some teachers

indicated. that they were uncertain about the roficiency of their loWest

ranked students becauie the shildren ipoke so ttle that it was difficult

to evaluate them. Second, some teachers indica ed that they had students

who spoke very little when the whole class mat th the teicher is a group

where participation is voluntary,.but were,profiCiently,responsive in

small groups where everyone is expected to take a\turn. Because of this

second pattern, the teachers were unwilling to assOciate lack of talk with

leak of proficiency and felt this.second group may get unrepresentative:

tcores on oral:language proficiency tests-.

5. 4n the basis of the teachers' 'descriptions aid the instructor's

obserVations 14 six of the teacher's' bilingual classiabms, it- became.

evident that there is rarely if everoomplete functional ecuivalence between
,o

Spanish and English in such Classrooms. The two languages are always to

some degree used for different purposes.

.The moet ccimmon pattern in the early grades was tbis: The sCbool

day began.with the whole class' meeting with the teacher, and the activities

of thie time (Pledge of Allegiance calendar review, roll call, announce-

ments) vere.alternately in Spanish and English, with alternate days or

30
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Weeks for each. The reading.groups were either always in Spanish or

always in Ehglish, 4.th brief stilted forays into the other language

through .TESL or SESL that most of the teachera viewed as ineffective.

This should cause ui to quattion whether the transfer of reading skills
t

fram Spanish to'English cah.bematched-by a transfer Of the verbal language'

use skills associated with reading:groups. Math was the academio.a.ctiv#7

moatA.ikely to involve preview/review alterhation in both lahguages,

bilt here too some teachers:reported etaYing in one langUage. All or: :

the teachett seemed to, hae'a better:sense of the.studente cOmpetence in ,

one language, uenrilly Spanish', than in the,other, and they made this clear

ia their descriptions.

.By the time this.first paper-,came in, it was appatent that'the people

taking the course were overwhelmed:with the research project as al/bole.,

The two main concerns were*first that they were being aakedto do tasks

that they-lacked the skill and knowledge to do, and second that the project

required too much time and waren was too much wort. Because of this,

the instructor developed a final format fOr the analysis of the taped

transcripts that was more structured and limited in form thah had been. .

O

originally intended. .First, rather than reqUiring the-:teachers'to

operatiotalize their own criteria-(e.g. decide what Constituted-evidence.

ia the tratscript of good Oral reading Or verbal flUency or complex eyntaX)r
, . .

the instructor selected and operationalized most of the criteria to be

examined, using the,following format: ,

1. First the teachers were asked to, look at two feature; in both

: :English:and Spanish from the Bilitgual:Syntax Measure. .For eant4 language

one featurethat la thoUght.to be acquired relatively early was used

Ai
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(presence of samticles,,e.g. la, el; the, a) and one feature acquired

relatively late (direct end indirect object pronouns in Spanish, and

the. Pest irrecular tense for Vettsin-English). These-particular

features were also chosen-because it was eXpeCted that they Wyuld occur

relatively frequently.. The teachert were asked to.:giVe the ntmber of.

"correct" uses of these features in relation to the number of instances
s,

where they should have occurred.

There were seVeral general reasons for drawing features froM the '

Bilingual Syntax Measure., First, that.test ii based on Syntactic features,

ends ;1. number Of the teachers had-said they attend, to syntax in Making

language proficiency. assessmentt. Second, it seemed that.use-of the-test.
-

features would facilitete comparison of test tettureS with teacher,identified

features. Use of such features wouldalbo facilitate discussion of their

occurrence in a teat situation:compared with their occurrence in ordinary

classroom interaction. Finally; because the teacsra..had expressed so much

vncertainty over the assignment add viewed it as too diffiCult,:it seemed

'-
important to" ,give them some features-that woUld be.easy to.identity.and

easr to cotnt in.their transcriptions...

2. A third feature the teachers were,atked to examine in both Spenish:

..and Englishwes the frequency of code-switching.', This feature:of sttdente

language use was identified by, the teachers es ohe they rely oh in language

,proficiency asseStments, and because this aspect-of language use is

distinctive,to bilingual language proficiency, assessments it teemed asc.H
,

appropriate varieble to:examine-for this course.

3. _For a fourth-variable, the class_as a gr6up- was gt.ven.a. thoide

rom aMote ;Our posiible features that they hit&identifiedes-relevant in

32
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their first papers, and that the instructor had judged to be readily

defineable. From'among these, the class members identified Sluency of

speech as the feature they felt was most promising. At a group, they

agreed to focus on "false starts" as the aspect of fluency to be examined

in their transcripts, and as a group they developed a more precise deflai-

-. tion of false starts.

4. For a fifth feature in each language the teacheis were to select

one of their own.that they felt was particularly promistng and that could'

be defined in such a way that others could iecognize it and count it.

There were several reasons for the emphasis on operationalization of

features of students' language use andvantification of behavioral

r`iifferences among the students. Fitst as noted earlier in this report,

One purpose of this second part of the course was to compare teacher
a 4

language proficiency assessment with the Assessment format of teats. If

'quantified, the teacher's foci of evaluation and relatiVe ranking of students

could be more directly compared with-those of the teits. Second, it seemed

important td determine whether the teachers could explain to others what

they do in a way that would enable others to look at the same aspects of

language use that the teachers look at, and thus evaluate and systematically

incorporate teacher assessment procedures into routine language assessMent

in the schools:

During the third part of the course the teachers were given a.summar7

of their Part II final analyses by the instructor that covered the following
N

points:

1 Most of the: peOple:Who taped and tranacribed their tapes taped

ieading groupsiusually in Spanish. The'heavy,use of reading groups was

3 3..
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partly motivated by the fact that this.is probably the main,situation in

which verbal language Use is asteased by teachers.: The seCond reason fort.

4.24545 ot.this sittatiot is that it cat, be taped and the tape transcribed

mOre readily than many other classroomacti4ities, and the teachers.had

been urged to.consider such factors in selecting activities to tape.

2. In the first part of the final analysis, the teachers werwasked

to =pare the results of their analysis of their students language use

scoies.from language proficiency and achievement in theetudente'records.

The teachers found the records to be poor and spotty. Soma could find no

such information for their first grade level students. The'scores avail-

able to the.different teachers were from different tests, making it clear

that there-was no standardization in testing in the school district. None

of the teachers found an absolute correlation between their awn initial

rankings of their students and-the results Of language proficiency:tests,

although there was a general,correlation. Conflicting,rankings were

usually in the.top half of the groups of students in.questions, and mast.
, , 4

commonly involved one child Who talked a lot,:andwas,evaluated mOre hib1r H

by.the teacher than by the: test.

None of the_teaChers attemptedtO explain discrepanCies-beiWeen the

testt aid their Own rankingt as they had been asked to do.,

3. AU o tho5e whO finished theit.assigrunents rejected:the featured

froeLthe Bilingual SyntaX measure ea-useless for their purposesi .just as
A .

-they hid been verbally very-critical or the-test When it wad earlier:did,

...cussed in class. c., Generally they said.the features in bOth StaniSh and English

were completely or-almost completely Oontrolled:by 411,0c 'heir students

34
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including all of the studfhts at the first grade level. Interestingly

enough, they all also found that direct and indirect pronouns occurred

too infrequently in their material to be effectivelt evaluated, suggesting

'that whatever utterance types normally display pronouns in Spanish are

not being generated by reading group discussions.. The suggestion of

one teacher *that English verb tenses in general rather than the Past

Irregular be coniidered as a useful indicator of linguistic control was

supported by the others lathe class in.class discussion.

4. The discussions of the variable of code-switching ai an indicator

of lesser proficiency were among the:most interetting in the teachers! fina,

analyses. NOne:of.them ended up conclUdingthat this. dimension Ot language

fUnctioned as thet had initially expecte& it to. Some membersof the:

class arrped, at the opinion that there wms more codeswitching among

the:students that had ranked, as most proficient in a-given language in

.question rather than less. .C.lass discuSsion Of thislinding,indicated

that StUdents with good codeswitching Skills are.generally perceived

.by.the teachert:as particularly competent or naturally gifted in language

skills.

The instructor-imformed..the teaChers that her comparison ot the.:

different papers and transcripts indicated that there was more code-switching

from Spanish into English than from English into Spanish. Transcripts and

observations from five different first grade classes indicated that in both

languages the-amount of code-switihing done by the students was roughly

proportional to the amount of code-switching, done by the teacher. In

Other worde in clatles where the studenteMwitched a lots.s0 did the



teacher. In classes Where the students switched.uot-at all neither did.:

the teacher. It is not clear who is: conditioning whO in such activity'.

1. The teachers als0.reectedfluencras an indicator of:greater

control of the:language in question. The two first-grade teacheis who

finished their Analyses independently concluded that disfluenciei in'

the fornof false starts wereaSsociated withl.onger turns at talk

and more:complex utterances 'ytich in turn, were prodUced *by the students'

the teachers had Judged-to be- their most .proficient. -,ThiS finding:led

the .mentbers.of the class tO agree that turn length and:utterance complexity

might be good features of language to examine in future.work of this kind's",

-6. In general, the teachers were more enthuaiastic about the utility

of the ifeattres of language use that they had chosen on their own,::than

those sUggested by the instructor.or decided:upon-by the.groups:.'TheSe.

features included errort in oral, reading, number ofstudent-responses

acknowledged and evaluated positively by the teacher, amOunt of.talk (by

number of turns, number orwords, and number of syllables), correctness

of all verityforiss, and. -number of words with, three or more syllables. The

teachers who looked at reading and Positive, teacher evAluations found the

strongest Correlationi with their own rankings,,mtich provides further

' evidence of the extent to which language proficiency and academic achievement

are merged, in the teacherst language proficiency assessments.

Those yto looked at amount of talk did not find it to correlate y4th

their rankings, primarily because there was usually one exception to the
. ,

COrrelation. But thejnstructOr's perusal or ;,epOrts and tranacriPts

taken as a bOdy Suggest thit .1;nfact there:is a very strong general-correlation
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between amount of talk and_positiveor high language:proficiency asses's-

ment of,a, student.

T. Concluding.remarks.: The teachers seemed to feel that:their

awareness of the ways their students' use language had been heightened

by the project aCtivities and that 'their own intuitions about their students"

Use of language were only'bourae out soie of the time when their\students'

language use 7.-fas .examined.moreClOsely. The:experied0*:.did not c*:114g

to:questiOn:their oWil rankings. Instead;Where studente'pertOrnaace ini

-terms of the teachers-own criteria wAs not what the teachers'expectedi

.they tended, to Criticize.the.useot thOse Criteria some,and. the: methodOloa

of the research project More. They believed they were working:with:too

little data for the features exiMined to be coafirmed or disContirmed.

The-instructor Shared this'view, bUt loss strongly-thaa theYi'haviag had

access to all of the paters and all ot the data. It.was also clear that.:

the: features we examined iaterict with Other-features we did not examine

in Complex and subtle ways, A point again recognized by both the iastructor
,

and those wgo .t:ook.the course.

This sugiests that it ia geaerally quite difficUlt tO7Operationalize,

the teaChir assessmeat processes, and if:teacher judgements Are more

systematically used in Making student,program-decisioas in the.futUre it
-.

-will probably be necessary to'accept the cualitiative nature of tlieir

judgements.

It was also clear that the teachers basis for making language pro-.
. .

activities
ficianuY assessments is in fact almost always limited to the academic/which

the ,teacher herself controls. The expansion of that base tia other sources of

information was the focus of the third part of the course.



Part Communicative Competence, in the Community

--The general purpose of this third.part of thaoourse was to faci4tate

the.teachers exploration of sources'or information on their students'

communicative competence that they do not normally use as a bdais for

making bilingual language proficiency asiessments. As in the secomi

part of the course, the teachers were given an empirical research project

.to..,carry out.involving gathering of additional,information on the same
)

students . they had ranked in the first.project. Ana. Once again the-in-

class.aCtivities.were_deSigned-to acquaint:the teacheriyithAPproaches
,

..,that would help them in, their proleCtS. '..Thistime,..howeVer, the project..

was less,str4Ctured allowing the.teachers to decide how much'time:to

devote to it, and readings were assigned to accompany the in-class lectures

and discussion.

Basically theteachers were asked to consder -whether aCcessto e.

broadened. view .of their students' communicative competence would give them

insight into the students! in-class lingUage use and/or alter the nature

-Of the teaOhere:rankings of.their students'. bilingual lingliage proficiendy:

The third part of the.course was designed to broaden their view of. .

their students' comMunicative.competence in two ways: 1.* First they

_Were to consider the nature of contextual variation in children's communica-

tive competence, considering.how the children communicated in school contexts

the teachers did not normally observe, and in community contexts. In general,

thel, they were to try to fit or relate the children's performance in

academic activities into a larger pattern of communicative skills% They

were given examples of research -arried Out by Willimn Labdy in a New
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Black community and bY Susan Philips on the'Warm. Springs Indian

2eservation that indicated that the children's ways of communicating

were quite different-in situations that did not involve a teacher that

zhey were when the-teaCher organized.the interaction. The.purpose of

:hede example's was ta encotrage.them to recognize that there-might very

well be mnre to their children's-communicative skills thin they.were

aeeing:

2« The second way in which the third section df the courie was to '

hrtaden the teachers'. views of their children's coMmuniCative:coMpetence
.

was through consideration of the relationship between the students' Social

hackgrounds and their language proficiency as it had been assessed 13Y"

:he teacher.on the basis of academid activities.' Here the concern was

Zo further develop the notion, disctssed earlier, that cultural differences

!,..1 socialization for communicative competence can be used to exnlain some

1..cor achievement (and law language proficiency assessment). The teachers

were familiarized. with, a number of aspects of social background that have

heen correlated with school performance, and that can be seen as part qf

a child's culture: ethnicity, social class and, in the case of the Hispanic

r.omulations, number of generations removal from. immigration to the United

States.

While the Part III Assignment encouraged the teachers to consider a

:umber of sources of information, proilems viith the Amthropology Department

Euman,Subjects Committee made it necessary to ask them not to make visits

to students' homes to gather information or gather information from their

school files. ThUs they came to be limited to observation and tape

,recording 9f activities taking place on the schaol grounds and information
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about the childrenthat they had acquired.dUring:their norMnl:teadhing.
.

activities. Those who already gathered additional background...,

information from-other so des before this restrictidi was:made were

allowed to go .ahead and us that information inftheifinalpaterst:

There were three topics coVered in claea'seSsions deiigned'to proVide
.

information that would facili ate the teachers' data.c011ectionland

analysis. The first topic was oger Barker's sociolinguistic,stucte clf
I,

Tucson:. The teachers_were,assi ed his book ,reporting that itudy, .for .

several reasons. First, it was th ught the study would give then am

overview qf the patterned relations =ions codes used, the social dOmaind

in, which therare used, and the socia categorization of persons using

them. Second it was thought that bec use the study was done i4 Tucson.,

it would stimulate the teachersto eval te the study:and nse.s. modified

version of Barker's categories in their o analysis, of.their students

language use. .

-\

1,n-class activity centering around th, Barker book, began with, a

discussion pafticipated in by all, of their 1 nguistic and social.backgrounds

'So that in evalUating-the book:we owythe natUre of eaChiPersbes

knowledge of.the speech community' thai Barker h studied: To Our surprise,

only one person in the class(and she was not of Hispanic.origins) had

grown up in Tucson; By far the most common patte vas for,the individual s
. .

,

parents to have immigrated from Mexico to a small ning town in Arizonal-.

and for the teacher not to have come tO Tucson Until she .went:to college

here. .The teachers were thuS hesitant tO:COmment on. he ,continuing rele-

vahce Of Barkees7analysis of the social.organizatiOn f t4e Mexican

40
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Amerifan community, but quite ',tilling to'offer alternatives to his linguistic

typology .of 'codes used by the consaunity.

Barker divided the codes used. in the Mexican American community into

Sonoran Spanish Southern Arizona dialect of Spanish, Pachuco., Standard.

MeXican Spanish, Nonstandard. English, and Standard, English. The teachers

offered several. apparently more "emic" categoiizations, of Spanish to cover

this Spanish range: 1. p.u.L..,ck: Northern Mexican and. Mexico City standard

Spanish; 2: fiontera: puro laced, with anglicisms; 3. tochihocho: similar

to fronters but with the inclusion, of archaic SpanisS's and. the

connotation of small to.Onness 'and non-standardneas; 4. pachuco. The

teachers disagreed. about the connotations of these.words, and. did. nOt feel
that the typology was complete. They were encouraged to use these

.categories in discussing their Students', language skills in different

contexts, but none did.

The second topic developed to facilitate the teachers' ptOjects was

that of code-switching. As has already been noted, the teachers were very

concerned atiout, how to interpret and. deal with code-switching, and. it had
,

emerged as an impOrtant feature of their language assessment activities.

Their research in Part /I of the.course suggested that the phenomenon

was complex,' bit they still felt it was important in language assessment.

They were encouraged to consider the nature of their stidents' code-

switching in diverse contexts and. to re-evaltv3.te its significance for

langu.age proficiency- assessment;\ 1

In class, varrons aspectspf:patternini in code7ikswitnhing were reviewed,

includingits Orrelatiad vitnt topic,Ianguage best known by addressees



degree of formality of the occasion and-the desire to giye symbolic

.elPreSsion to one's cultural identity. Consideration was alsO given to

the different.types Of linguistic Structuril*unitt that determine the

junctures It which switching actually takes place. The posiibilitythai

lesser proficiency in students' language use might be signalled by

switciing within these linguistic-units (i.e. switching that violates

rules for appropriate switchine was raised.

The thiri topic dekreloped to facilitatethe teachers pro4ects.was

the nature of cultural difference it knowledge and their consequences

for patterns of.ianguage use. , Differences in "knowledge" had already

been identified in Part II as et aspect of comiunicative competence that

I

.

the teachers Might be evaluating but this notion had not teen dealt with
;

...in a:thorough and systematic, manner.- Vo illustrate:14ot was-invOlved,

and its implications for classroom interaction the instruotor-presented.

lecture Material antlyzing *transcript of,Werm Springs Indian.firet-"*

graders engaged in a discussion with their/teacher, focusitg on an article

ia a waakly,Ritder called Camping Then and Nov." The transcript illus

trated, the difficulty:the Anglo teacher hi.d getting the childret to talk,

aid the frequeneywith which.she defited their insWers to her questions

-about tb4ir'owu'l!oampiue experiences as inappropriate it one war or_

atother.- The itstructor explained that:while bOth Ang s thd:Indiats:

"diMp," the nature Of the aCtivities involved atd he Meatitg.otthc..

tam caMo ate different e,:nd:emb dded .1.;athe different cUltural matrices:.

\
Thus cami is used by Warta Spr the way that Luz isused.Iby

.and itit is used b Anglos.
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one can be invited to "camp here" for the night and itcan mewstayiing

1..11 the invitor's home, When Indiant do campt in More of the sense meant

by Anglos it usually I-ton:ayes Yisiting'relatives, a pow-wow, or engaging

1.n food-getting suoh as fishing or.berry:-piCking at traditional Indian

sites and not a stay at camp grounds in a park in arpretty place.

,
. Such differenCes in the, nature and organ#ation...of experiencet can

cause people from dWerent backgroundsto have difficulty understanding

'one another and. building on one another's utterances in a meaningful way.

Curriculum materiils oftempresuppose particular tytes of experiences

that only children from some background have had, The teachers ware
./

encouraged to consider how-the ektent tO Which a child's background being

Mexican AmeriCan inculture, ratherthan. Anglo .(whateter that means) might.
.

affect hit or her-communiCatitrecompetence in liariout context; or soCial

:settings in whichhe or she participates-. 'For eXtmple;did some children .

dispZay morelanguage profiCiency...in nonacadeiic activity becaute'of'.

..greater knowledgeofor interest in-the topict.being diacuttedl

To ficilit'ate Consideration Otthis isiue, the instrUctOr hstigned
+

readings *by Mexic erican folkloritts that deal.with sorts of.knowledge

(Jokes) which only members of the culture-can Produce and resPond-to appro-

priately. She also reviewed characteitics of Mexican American culture that

/ /
are frequently mentioned in the ethnographic literature, suggested ways n

which such characteristics might affect clastroom behAmior, and asked t

teachers to evaluate and respond to these rather stereotypeegeneralizations.

The\characteristicsgrevieUmi included: 1. Acceptance of and orientation

to hierarchical authority; 2 itrong social involvement with extended



Patriarchal orientation within family, associated with

malt household authority, and preferenvethat o4n stay in the home

rather than w2t4 4. Strong,involvemenyi the Catholic church;

Continued involvement with "curand- 0117complex of beliefs a

upernatural and the treatient o ilness; 6:- Mare musical-ortentation

in Social activities '(sing and dancing).

Because tbese vi

game Hispanic so i

e so stetotyped an een criticized:by

ientistg, the:instru tor' presented-them with:soMe

diffidence,-?mi mill for lack of otherimatetials, but mart of the teaChers

felt they-were ccurate.characteri. ations of MexicanAmericam culture0

discus j. of these qualities, the/teachers 'give several examples of

ways hich this backgratind affects what their sthdents.discusi with

iara and interest. One/teachermentio d, for.example, that vheh-.

he,tried to get her first-graders to'distuss media:events: they have.seen,

she first tries to
4

estion th out pOpulat 'Spanish language'movies

showing in tawh
7-

cause-Vhiattows the Childreh are likelY to have seen
.7

those.. Anotber eacher/mentiOned that her Childten try to talk:to her'

about theActi ties at:the Catholic Church they are involved in, Or

may make.ref ences io.Bible stories, but she feels' she cannot develop

these topi s-because: of the cburch-state.separation pressures ih the

school. However none of the teachers addressed such issues ih their

P41473*.
. :

Of the five peoPle.taking the course who reported on the Art 'III

assighment, three cohdenttated'act4bservation:of their students in contexts ,

iwtere they-did hat hormaIly see them and tWo concentrated on the relation-

4hip between featukos ar the students' social ba4grappl:and their language

t



proficiency in-Spanish and English: Their general evaluation-of,this

project was that it Was very usefUl to carry out such'activities$ And

one gained, insight-into the nature of the children's communicative skills

that could'not be gained through:regularclassroom activities.

Twoof the teachers who Observed:the studentsin activities on the

-14b.00l groundafound-a general correlation'betwean the studentsi amount

of talk in theae sitUations.todinthe classroom. More particularlY,

'they foiand that the.students they had.ranked at least-profiCient in at

least-one language were.lquers-outside the classrOon, and.werenit talking.

because they weren't-with anyone.. One person taking thecourse found 4:

child, whe uSed Spanish little in. the classroom, even.When addressed in
but

.SpaniStarelied (milt heavily in interaction with peers in the Cafeter.i41

Making.plausike the notion.that sone students see the classroom-as a: place.:-

for:English, no tatterwhat kindofprogran they are in.

The teachers agreed that;observation cif Students- in activities not

Controlled by:the-teacher shOuld. be a-regular part:of:bilingual lang#

.proficieney assessment.. Butithey felt that for it:tate practi I it'

-would be best tO recemmend that teachers observe studentd,in unsuperVised

actiVity in the classroom. Theytound the cafeteria;t0 be-,ark,e*Cellent

situation for observation, but felt some teachers would find it A,bnrden
. ,

'to be re4Oired to Observe there. They fimand the playground a very poor

place to observe because of the level of activity of the children.

TheteaChersTyho lookedat.the Correlation'between.language

-I

and Sqcial background:were surprised.by several of their findi

teacher WhO teiches,Spatish as a second language to kexic

students at,the high tchOol, level found that there was a strong Correlation.
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rr"'N between the Students' identification of Spanish as their first language,

and her positive assessments of their present Spanish proficiency. Tn.

other words her good" students were those who had, been early exposed

to Spanish, and/or had. had it and. lost it. Another teacher, who taught

at the first grade level found that there was a strong correlation

between high proficiency in. Spanish, and birth in Mexico and between

high proficiency in English, arid birth in th'e United States. While this

correlation might seem obvious. it has apparently been disptted among

those working in Tucson in bilingual education. This ssme.teacher found

a, _strong correlation between students birth order poSition and proficiency.

Those who were first-born in their family tended to be.ranked as more

proficient in both: languages by this teacher. The Other teachers strongly

agreed. that this factor is a very promising one for explaining differences

in language proficiency. ABut although the teachers found social back-

v
ground information helped them explain patterns in their students

com=nics.ti e competence they generally did not feel titat teachers

sho. regularl,V. have access to such information or be encouraged. to

.7use it in making placement decisions. They felt such information was

too biasing, so that e.g. a child. who Was from Mexico and fourth-born,
.

","

would be, asiumed to have little English.proficiency, regardless of his

actual l'erformance in the language.

e, In the-last-session of, the course, where the teachers gave oral

..presentat, ns of their pro4ects for the third part of the course% the instructor

alsO, iovided. a Auistary or concluding perspective -cm, the relevance of

dative competence and'ethnOgraphic Methodology

,Witimiiepro4die,ncy assestment, vadyi addreOsed.the'falowing coocer4s.:
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Increased attention is now being given to bilingual language pro-

ficienCy assessmeat because some educaiors believe that poor assessment

procedures are contributing to the continued difficulty our school

sratems are having in raising the achievemeat- scores of bilingual

students. An ethnographic Approach to bilingual education stresses

the need, to develop assessment procedures within'a general framework

that assumes culture-specific developmental referehces in the acquisition

of comMunicative competence. It is necessary to empirically determine

what those sequences are before teachers and curriculum developers can

build, on already existing cognitive deVelopment in their education of

the children. For this reason, bilingual language proficiency assessment

in aLl *settings should. entail not just eviluation of students' language

skills in terms of an already known and established set of criteria,

but also RESEARCH, Open-ended exploratory research on the nature of the

skills the children actually have and their relation to academic success.

Formal testing is too limited a basis for determining the language

in which a child should first acquire
. particular skills There are a

/

number of factoMthat should be,considered in making such, decisions.

The main concern, of course, is that the child be taught in the 1

in which she or .he has the Skills to learn, to acquire knowledge to think.

'ftreatively. Thus far ithas been assumed, that this should be the language

ia which the child is "dominant." But a child may-be dominant'in.One

language for some topics andYsome social domains but not.others. Thus

.1re see immediately-that dominance is too simplistic a not on. To determine

the child's best language for learning we should minimall consider the

following:
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In which language does_the child have skills most directly

related. to what schools teach? This may mean the vocabular7

of words teachers use in teaching reading. It May mean

the ability to answer questions about .events in books, and.

the ability to re-tell stories.

In which language does the, child show the greatest range?

In which language can she handle the greatest diversity of

topics and social situations?

3. In which language is the child motivated, to learn?

4. In which language do the parents want the child to learn?

At present we do not know which of these factors matters most But

at present only- a narroir dimension of the first factor is being used to

make decisions about children's placement in programs.

A broader view that encompasses all of these factors would entail a

broader assessment of bilingual lanvage proficiency that included. the

1.. Formal testing.

2. Teacher observation of student/3 language use in academic' activities.

3. Teacher observation of stud.ent's language use in peer activity,

in classroom or cafeteria.

_Information about language use in the child's .home environment--

who uses *which language in what contexts, in d.ea.ling tfith what

topics.

With this informatiOn, it should. be possible to determine in which language

the child has the greatest range and, in whith language the child has

"school skills." In practice it is likely that working-class children



will have fewer school skills in either language than middla..class

children. It would. thus b /approiriate that they be taught in the

language of greatest because this is the language theY are most

likely to pick. new skills in. For middle-class children the4language

of school Us and great range may be the same or different. In any

cas the. stress on a. narrow set of school skills has worked poorly,

so there is a, great need to try another epproaoh, and emphasis on initial

development of the language of . greatest range/lie a very promising. avenue

/
at this time. But range can only be established ethnographically, and.

within a 'framework of cultural relati, hence the utility of the con-

cept of communicative competence fop/bilingual language proficiency

assessment.

,

Instructoi -tvaluation and. Recommendations

1. In general I felt the contents of the course were appropriete

to the level of sophistication and intelligence Of the students, ih spite
,

of their.beliefs that they could not hs.ndle the,project in .Part II. If
J 0 e'

I. Were to teach the course again I would have to Change the project.

'regardless of rry beliefs becausetoo many students were too negatively

'affected by it. ROughly half Of the- &Zen who intended to take the

course for credit dropped out during this period. I would probably keep

the first-Part of the protect in Which the teachers ranked. students and

identified criteria and situations they use in making bilingual language

proficiency assessments.i Instead of the rest of the task as it vas I

would. have them tape end transcribe two 'situations one that 'they

normally use for making assessments and. one in which the same students



will have fewer schoál skills in either language thaftmiddle-class

children. It would thus be epproiriate that they be taught in the

language of greatest ra.nge, because this is the language they are most

ta pick up new skills in. For middle-class children, the language

of school skills and great 'range may be the same or different. In any

cue, the stress on a .narrow set of school.: skills haS 'Forked poorlY,

so there is a great need to try another approach, and. emphasis on initial-
development of the language of greatest xange is a very prOising avenue

4
at this time. But range can only be established:ethnographically, ana

within a framework of cultural relativism, henae the utility of the con..

. cept of communicative competence for bilingual language proficiency

assessment.
. 0

Instructor s, Evaluation .and. .Recommendations

I. -Ig general /: felt the contents of the coUrselrere appropriate

to the level of sophistication and intelligence of the stUdents, in spite

°of their beliefs that they cauld. dot handle:the project in.Part II. it

I were to teach the course akain, r vould have to change the project:

-.

regardless of my be/iefs bedause too many students were too negatively

effected. by it. Roughly half of the dozen who intended to take the

course for credit dropped out during this period. / would probably keep

the first part of the project in which.,the teachers ranked, students and
,.

identifiedoriteria and. situations they use in making bilingual language

proficiency. assessments. Instead of the rest of the task as it was I

would have them tape, aid transcribe two situations .one that they

normally use for making assessments, and One in 'which the same. students
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are unsupervised or peer-Oriented. Then / would ask theM-.to make general:.

comparisons of the stUdente proficiency:in.theltwo situatiOns in-terms

of code-switching, topic ContrOl and other. dimenSions Of Communicative

comPetence, and to re-eValuate their rankings._

2. A course.that is ethnographically. Oriented shOuld really only..

be taught atter the teachers have other batkground in language study.

Thus teacher training needs to include in the following order:

a. UndergradUate - all teachers
, .

Introduction.to Structure of LingUag

SociOlinguistids

. Graduate -tilinguallethpicminiorityttacher4
. .

1). Analysisfof Tests andTesting.PrOcedures.in-Bilnguak.Education.

a) An. Ethnographic Approach to Bilingual. Langaig01400dienc7

Assessment

42ersonnel

TheInstrtctor's background in,Spatisb was limited to three years\

Ot poor high school training and onesemester'of college. Becatte dhe

was not functionally bilingual, it' was:Crucial to-the-workability of the

course tbat her, twq assistants were bilingual in 8panish and English.

1. Teaching Assistamt (Olivia Villegas) Tae TA did library research

for the instructor and obsarred La the classrooms of those taking the course-,

acting as an intermediary between them and the instructor in the development

of 'their projects,: She also functiOned as a bicultural ethndgrapher of

of the course activities offering invaluable insights to the instructor

w in this capaCity.



2. sResearch Assistant (Adab. Leah Wolf) In the first part of

the course the R.A. tape recorded and. transcribed Interaction in Spanish

trod a varieiy of settings to familiarize the class with the range in

the form-function relationship in Spanish that could 'be observed. through

such_ data collection. -tor the second, and. third. parts of 'the course, she

duplicated, the data gathering of the teachers°. b.Ssignments in au addi-

tional.blass so that the instructor Cotild: analyze data along with the

teachers andogain. insight into the issues of concern 'to them.
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IntroduCtion

The research reported in this paper was implemented under the Assessment

of Language Proficiency of Bilinival Persons (MAP) project. The two-year

project is funded by the National'Institute.of
Education (NIE) and admAis-

tered by InterAmeriCa Research Associates.

The. purpose of this paper is to describe the.teacher training program

implemented over a two year period in cooperation with Tucson Unified School

District (TUSD). TUSO was selected as the-training site for the ALM project

because of the district's interest in the development of innovitive approaches

to the education of language mlnority students. TUSD serves a community in

excess of 500,000. Approximately 57,000 students are enrolled in TUSD schools.

Approximately 16,000, or28.4%, amAispanic, of whjch approximately 11 000 have

been identified as having a.primary language other than English. In addition,

the school district also 'services about 1,000 students from ,75 various langua§e

backgrounds.

TUSD administrators felt that the ALPOP teacher training ,program in

ethnographic/ioclolinguistic methodologies would complement their efforts in

developing a nontraditional language proficiency assessment instrument, the

Language Proficiency Measure (LPM) (TUSD, 1581). The educators who became

involved in the training prifgram were teachers'arid administrators from the

school district. District administrators had an.opportunity V, input inthe

content of the program during the planning stagethrough a variety of phone

conversations and on-Site meetings.' Teachert had:an:opPortunity to tontri-N
.

4

'bute, to the training plan through A.needS assessment-survey and fortal and

informal meetings.



The general goal of the trainiAg component of the ALPBP'projeet Was to

provide a forum wherein teachers and adm istrators would explore the application

of ethnographic/sociolinguistic theorie and methodologies applied to language

-proficiency assessment practices. In order to accomplish this goal, bilingual

and monolingual educators were-provided with a background in linguistics,

SOCiolinguistics, ethnography of !peaking measurement, and-research- methodology.

.The expectedr'outcoMe of the t aining was that it would enabie TucSon eduCators

to-develop more effective language proficiency assessment strategies applicable

to their particular student population.

Th6 process of establishing a relationship with TUSD administrators and

teachers took place over approximately a six month period in the fall and

winter of 1979. The actual training was implemented in three phases. Phase

I consisted of a graduate level course, offered during the spring semester of

1980. Phase II was iMplemented in the form of a three week intensive work-.'

shop in the summer of 1980. During this workshop, the Teacher Observation,

Instrumerit (TOs) was developed. Phase III the last of the ALPBP training

component im lemented in Tucson, consistedjaf several stages.. The first

constituted a preparation stage wherein the ALM rOrojecestaff identified

salient issues to be considered forlthe field testing of the TOS. Following

the preparation stage, a workshop was implemented in the 'spring of 1981,to
0 .

give teachers mo e formal training in microethnographi6/sociolinguistic,field

methods. This wa undertaken with the specific purpose of enabling TUSD

teachers field est the TOS. The next stage consisted-of the development

of criteria for analving the TOS field test results. The finalization of

this peocess took pi ce in a 04o-day meeting in the summer of 1981 with a

TUSD representative, he A1,12BP Project DirActor, and ALPBP Research Associate.

5.9
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Philips (IftI) provides a detailed description of Phase 1. .The actual

training.proceeS and.outcomes from Phases it and III are fully .described

in the body of the paper. The conclusion...focuses oh evaluative information

identifying limitations and significance of the ALM teacher training

program in Tucson.

Theoretical and Methodological Approach

Traditionally, schools have used.a developmental model bf acquisition of

communicative skills based on white thiddle-clais children's socialization

experiences. This 'model assumes' children come to school having the same

basic experiences at home and in the community. It also assumes that cognitive

and linguistic skill development follows a rather fixed growth curve which

takes as the norm white middle-class children s developmental characteristici.

These assumptions are reflected in standard monolingual curriculum objectives

as well as in the segmentation of knowledge by grade level. The Model fails

to recognize culturally different language socialization experiences of

children from multilinguat/multicultural _backgrounds. It lacks the AecessarY

flexibility tb Elt.tild upon variability in the acquisition cif communicative

skills hy children of different cultural backgrounds and to relate these

This lack of understandingskills to the learning.of new concepts at school.
e

and acceptance of culturally different language socialization patterns of

-communication may be a major factor contributing to the Poor performance in

school-by language minority, Students (Nate q.

'Recognizing therinadequaciei of'this traditional model, an ethnographic/

sociolinguiStic approach to communicative proficiency and its assessment was



adopted for use in the ALPEW teacher training program. The approach ntails

both theoretical and methodological considerations about the nature of children's'.

language acquisition, language uses and tts measurement:
'\

\

From a theoretical perspective the concept of language proficiency \s

.seen as embracing "the chitd's full range of social uses of language and no

verbal stgnals rather than encompassing uses associated with the transmissio

of literacy skills of reading and writing (PhiLips 3).
90

in order to Operationajize this interpretation of the language-consruct,

Briere's (1379) integrative model of communicative proficiency was.modified for \

use in the training proce4s to Include those factors which influence children's

language development and language use: The model illustrated in Figure 1,

'consists of four baslccomponents:: tinguistid.Compitence and lingUistiC:pee-

formance -- based on Chomsky's (1365) :understanding.of language --and soCid-.

Linguistic-competence and sotiolinguistiC performande based on Hymes (1972)

intirpretation.of communicative competence.

Figura 1. A SOC1OLINGUISTICA.INGUISTIC MOOEL OF COMNCINICATIVE PROFICIENCY

(Adapted from Orient. 1919)4 e:

...LINGUISTIC COMPETENCE

Amarleige of the grainair
of-the lenleage.

OtVt OPMENIAL FACTORS

Emotional
Physical
ognitive
Linquitt!c

LINGUISTIC PERfORMANCE

Use of language lAilff.
by

-Me
SOCTOUNGUISTIC COMPETENCE

'AnenIents of agpfnarlate use
40 lingual* In tocial context.

SOCIOLMIGUISTIC PERFORnAnCE

PPlifoatlatems* of languag. ,
In a.giventoclal context.
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Linguistic competence refers to the intuitive knowtedge a native speaker

has about the rules of the-grammar of his/Her language(s) (i.e. phonology,

syntax, and the lexicon). This refers, for example, to the tacit knowledge a

native English-speaking student has about when and how OD use both regular and

irregular plurals, to make verb ind noun agreements, or to understand the

sounds of the dialectal variations spoken- in various communities.

Linguistic performance refers to the actual use the speaker makes of

his/her linguistic competence using the."proper" grammar and vocabulary.

These skills are evidenced in the ability to compt:ehend and speak as well as

.

to read and write tf ltteracy skill's have been introduced.

SocioIinguistiecompetence refers to the knowledge a native speaker has

about the appropriate use of his/her language within different sodial environ-

ments, i.e., the tacit:knowledge of what to say to whom, for what reason(s).

and under what.circumstance(s). in the school setting, it .refers tO-the

knowledge a.student has of the appropriate rules of interaction and interpre-

tation when interacting with teachers, peers and other participants..
Sociolin4uritic performance,refers to the actual communicative behaviors

of a speaker which lead other members of a speech community to.believe that

he/she is communicating appropriately. For examplein U.S. schools teachers

often expect students to look them in the eye while being reprimanded or-when

responding.), in some cultures this is.considered inappropriate; thus, if a

Cstudent.dOes not provide a response appropriate to. the'culture,..a,teaChet

unfampiar with the child's cultural bickground might conclude that the student

is disrespectful or uncooperative.



The ethnographic perspective requires the application of methodologies

which support observation of naturally occurring interactions, participant

observations and interviews as research tools for determining the nature of

children's communicative proficiency. This is in contrast to experimental
,

methodologies which focus on language interactions in contrjved rather than-

natural settings. By their very nature, experimental methodologies disregard

children's natural lariguage abilities because they focus on knowledge of

laiiguage skills,which maY lie outside their socialization experiences. .

-

In an effort to develop observational criteria to be used in analyzing
. .

observations of childreWs naturally occurring comMUniCative interactiont:and
,

relate theta to coMmunicative proficiency, ALPSP :project staff reviewed:

,Current theoretital and -applied research on the-nature Of language:and its

functional uses... Following is .a brief suMmaryfromthat rexiieW

Hymes (1964) argues that knowledge of a language implies more than an

innate and subconscious knowledge of the rules of the language (Chomsky, 1965).

He suggests that language use within a Speech community consists of Culturally

influenced communication modes, which include systematic patterning of sbeech'

governed by-social rullis. He proposes that an ethnography of speaking is

required to describe the patterns of language use in terms of their distribt-

tion and funciion. He categorizes langbage in terms of basic functions:-

expresSive, directive, and referential:

Halliday (1975) categorizes language functions as instrumental, regula-

tory,\interactional heuristic, personal, imaginative and representational.

The instrumentai function, according to Halliday, serves to manipulate the

environment, to cause certain events.to happen suCh as 'don't touch the stove!"' 2
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ate. The regulatory function serves in controlling events through the use o

approval disapproval,'etc. The representational function refers to the use

c:sf language to make Statements', convey facts and knowledge, such aitoxplain,

-or-toTeport,- etc.- The interaCtional function:serves to ensure:Social maih7

tenance. This is exhibited

and formalityexpectations.

feelings and emotions.

in knowledge of slang, jargon, jokes, politeness,

The personal function allaWs a aplaker to'express

The heuristic function involves language used ,to

aCquire knoWiedge and to learn about the environment'. Heuristiopfunctions are

often conveyed in the form of questions that. wt11 lead to answers. Ch i 1 dren

make good use of the heuristic functions in their use ofIttquestions. The

imagtnatiVe functionsserve to creat imagrnary systems,Of tdeasi'. such As_..

telling fairy tales, writing novels, creating poetry, etc.

Tough (1974) considers two basic functions of language: relational and

ideational. The first one is used to "maintain the self" ahd the latter one

is used to direct one's self to others' actions. J

,

As a result Of ethno4raphicisociolinguistic ObservattonS of.young child

ren's communicattve interactions, Wilkinson (1'975) developed a list of language

foctions specifically related to thel. Because-of thole importance in under."

standing the)anguage use by school children, the functions are

Who ei I?

Who are you7'.

FUnCtions of Canquace

I. Establishing snd maintaining self
2 .Language for analyzing self ;*1'

3 Language for expreising self
.

(for celebrating or despairing, etc.)

listed beloW-.

4 Establishing Spd maintaining relations
5 Co.404rating
:6 Empathizing, iundersiMnding the other.
7 Role playing; mimicry
8 Cu/ding, directing the' other

-
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who/Whet is 9 Giving.information
be/shwiit7 10 Recalling eventi'(pset)

11 Oescribing prelnt events
12 Predicting future-sventsv,:

statements of intintiOn-.
stetiteentsof hypothesis .

what-W.0k happen
13 AnslyzimOi 4.1010JYtilq
14 Expleining, giviftl'reisbn rat

Exploring, asking Coestione,-but En other
wsyt also, by "soundingoout,"'peoplo

16 lefleCting onown/otbers, thobgbte end
-feelings ,

:

(Wilkinson, 1974, pp. 5647):'

In her study of teabher/children's.language
interactions, Fillmore (1979)

suggests.siveral- functions of language related to children's production and /

compreilension.. Samples pf functions whfch she recognizes ,miimportant. during

0 /classroom interactions are: to provide and elicit information, to exprai,r,

.1"

to de'icribc, to clarify etc.

In addltion to research on, language functions,:p4Ydhalinguistic.research,

by -CumminS Was felt to, be important tothe study of children's language Use in

school. ,CummIns- (1980) sUggests that there.are twobAndependent dimensions'of

language proficiency: cognitiveacademic language skill which are related

to literacy skil1s, and sociolinguistic language skills, wilich are related to
..

interpersonal communication skills.

Fillmore's (1976) research on the acquisition of English skills of

five early elementary school children indicates that both aspects of language.0

proficiency'suggested by Cummins have unique but interrelated characteristics.

Both ore esiential for successful achievement and social ineraction in the

classrbom. Fillmore notes that sociolinguistic aspects of language are

Crucial to the acquisition and development of a second language in early

elementary school children while cognitive-related functions often'become
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more critical for older second-language learners because of the emphasis on

academic performance at higher grade levels. The implication of Fillmore's

work is that both sociolinguistic and cognitive-academic* language aspects are

important/to meaningful and appropriate communidation of second language

learner/S.

More recent research on language use in t e classroom suggests that

there are too dtchotomous language dimensions. One is more related to the

service of cognition academic-related language functions -- and the other

is related to the service of interpersonal social interactions -- socio-

affective related language functions (Genesee, inpress). Successful communi-

cation with other Participants seems to be correlated to the degree to which

the individual has mastered both dimensions of language use.

The insights gained from the review of literature together with our

experience as educators of language minority students provided the basis for°

developing a framework for tra-ining teachers in language proficiency assessment

issues utilizing ethnographic/sociolinguistic methodologies.

Implementation of the ALM Teacher Training Program: Process and Outcomes

phase:I:. Bilingual Language ProfttlencyASsessment: An Ethnographic Approach..-

Phase I of the ALPEIP teachertraintng prograM wai IMPlemented tm the 'spring

of 1580 by pr.:. Susan PhiliOs:throughan agreement.With e.he University

of Arizona School of Education Bilingual Program and the .College of'Liberal

Arts 4nthropology Department to co-sponsor a three credit (45 hr.) graduate, .

, .

L-,-.
course. The course waS developed to meet the needs of participating teachers.



it focused on three aspects of language proficiency as thY relate to language

minority students:.

Models of Language Proficiency;

Language ProficieriCy in the Bilingual

'14;*

Claisroom; and'

Language Proficiency im the Bilingual Community..

Through the course teachers were provided .with-haokground in approaches

to the assesiment of language proficiency of language minority students, They

were introduced to basic sociolinguistic.and ethnographic concepts related to

language assessment, and were guided in the exploration of the nature of

children's language proficiency in both classroom and community contexts.

Sources of information included lectures readings, and discussions, A more

detailed description of this aspect of the training component is found in

Philips' paper, "An Ethnographic ApProach to Language Proficiency Assessment"

press).

Phase II: .0evelopment of a Student Observation Instrument to.Determine the,

Communicative Proficiency of Language Minority Studentt the thedretical.and

methodological fisues introduced by Philips formed the basis for development

of Phase II, which tOok the form of a three week intensive workshop. The goal

of the workshop was to provide the participants with'practical ethnographic/

sociolinguistic field techniques which would enable them to particrgate in the

development of a teacher observation instrument. With the instructors' guidance

I1P Carmen Simich, a sociolinguist, and Robert Carrasco, an ethnographer

participants developed the TOS.



The workshop included a reyiew of the,basic concepts of ethnograPhic

. monitoring ih Olassroom'settihgs .Videotapes of interactions between-

teacher/student(s) and Student(s)/student(s) in elementary bilingual clats-
.

roOms were used to.aid in the development of teachers' obserVation

The proCess was one'of guided discovery,where, through discustion and brain-
,

storming, teachers were made aware of the wide range of communicative skills
. . .

students' Usewith different participants in various clatsroom,sitUations:

The videotapes provided a means for detailed.dricussion ofteacher/student(s)
r

interactions vs. student(s)/student(s) interictins which focused on:

language use, language choice code-switching and their
relationship to communicative proficiencY;.

students' lInguistIc repertoires; and

sociolinguistic rules of interaction in the 1c assroom.

The discussions reiUlting from viewing the videOtapes mere related to the,

teachers' practical experience.as ethnographe-s and participant.Observers.

V,P4 ;
After viewing the tipei, the participants and worksehop leaders agreed that

teachers were the most quafified to make valid emic predictions about their own

students' commumicativeNMoilities. Outside obsepers, it was concurred would not

generally be aware of the specific rules of interaction implicitly or explicitly

agreed upon-by participants in classroom settings.'

Early in the workshop, teachers.were asked,to list students behaviors

that, in their opinion, correlated with English proficiency. The purp6e of

the activity was to identify participants' understanding of communicative

profi'ciency. Responses from this informal survey, summarized rn Table I were

analyzed, and grouped into four categories of behaviors. These are:



linguistic behaviors related to grammatical, morphological,.
and syntactic skills .in oral SPeech, as well as literacy
skills; -

o ethnographic/sociolinguistic behaviors
.0e considering setting, participants,
goals of interaction, language(s);used

relited to language,
nonverbal behaviors,
by students;

o Student background factors related.to language of the home,
language(s) exposure,`yeaes otschooling, etc.; and

psychological factors related to selfconcept and languageW
used in emotional inteeactions.

Sixty-five .percent of'the total nUmber of behaviors% identified were linguistic,

Seventeen Percent fell within the ethnographic/sociolinguistic category,

twelve percent were student,backgroundlactors and six percent.were psycho-
.

logical,factors., The most frequently cited linguistic behaviors focused on

ability to,explain amount of code-switching during discourse, contribution'

'to discussion and initiating conversation. Word order, command of syntax,

and,vocabulary as well as the ability, to complete writing assignments were
.

cited as major indicators-of good welting ability. Listening factors se-
ll

r
lected were "good" receptive ability and understanding verbal cues. S)nly one

reading skill, Ole ability to read at grade level, was named.

Among the most often listed ethnographic/sociolinguistic behaviors were:

the language(s) students use during play situations, the use of nonverbal

a

behaviors, "language fluency," and ability to initiate conversation with-
.

different participants in distinct contextual settings. Background informa-

tion factors cited were: language of the home, number of years of sChooling,

information in .students' cumdlatiye file, and ethnic backgrOund; Language use

1

t- in t14 home was the one most often mentioned: 'The psychological factors

'designated were students' shyness or self-consciousness, and language(s)
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reicher Selected Factors UsA to Evaluacco

Students', Communicative Proficiency .

Linguibcic thihovior1

C0441":WiCCOIMUJUSinil 6013 14114U64411
Useof d1alacc()
"Good" Pronunciation'

A% Resaanding "Weil" to arections;quesclons, etc.
Initiating conversation
Contributing co discussion.

, co explain in a group situation

(41.0.,. "voile Productive ability, secant of taik.
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uricine
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beforx,noun
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Listenina

"Goad" piceative ability
understanding verbal cues

Reasi1A

.de ding on grade level

4
:Echnographic/Sactolinguiscie
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At
,

Language(s) ased with peers during' unsUperyised play situacials

Langoalle(s) usegwich atom and teacher during suosmiiiseii-iituations

Ahir!cy. 'to initiate convertacion with teacher'and peers in ciasaratme
im.b0ch isall and_large instructional groups

Use.at jingles Curing unsupervised aceivittee-ip the playground

Language fluoncy,
.

manverbal behavlbrs (e.g.,"resaands by nadding,'blank look, head:clown"),,

5
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Student b' Sackground "'actors.
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Language$s) spoken at Name ,

Language useb mast frequently by student ac,home

information lft'sttplents' cuMmuiatlye file

Numaer of years of scandoling.,,.

-.Ethnic background
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PsyChological FaCtort

Student is "shy or soil, conscious".

\LAngungoisL usea in emafronal InceractiOO1

TOTAL. NUMBER OF TIMES SELECTED

Total dumper of Names



used during emotional interactionse.. In short, esults from the' survey indi-

zaturthatl.

teachers' ci-iteria,forjudging language proficiency is
generallylmsed on-a consideration of tinguistic:faCtors

.

-with a particular emphatii op oral language skillt;

few teachers include nonverbal language in the criteria
of communicative performance; and'

.-...

°,

.

few teachers consider, intheir criteria, students.' v'

appropriate use ,of language in terms of contextual and
psychological factors aftecting communitation.

The. .communicative proficiency model attained from Briere (1979, see Figure 1)
, .

was discussed with teachers, and related to results from the teacher,survey.

The purpose in utilizing this model was to make participants aware that

language ute requires speakers/listegers to-possess more than the knowledge

of the,grailmar of a language;:and that sociolingUistic aspects of language

shdvld be taken( into account'when assessing commu.nicative proficiency. After

relating the mddel to-theiresults of the survey, participants ar'rived at the

conclusion that there was a neea to consider the communicative proficiency of

their students in teritis of both linguistic and sociolinguistic skills.

A4

The review of basic ethnographic concepts, discussion of the results from

, the teachers survey of communicative proficiency factors, and a modified,

sociolinguisti,c model of communicatrve proficiency (Briere, 1979) provided

the-foundation for the inductive process used to develop the TOS.

The major questiont :raised during its-conceptualization and,development

were:
\

o What kinds, of-functional language skills does the,
language minority student bring to sehool?

In'which language(s$, social contexts, and for what
purposes does the Stuglent communicate best?



;

Ap which jangUa§t(s) cloes the student have the widest
centextual. range:if Communicative abilities? .

What kinds.of CommuniCative'skills'does the Student
'Jteed to.mester in order to partic4pate appropriately
as'a Member'of'the sChool spetCh comMunitY/

'

Important in'the process of develoPing the TOS was the selection of

contextual settings in which to observe students communicative interactionsi

the languege(s) of instruction, directness orindirectness of "teacher talk,"

and classroom organization (teacher-centered vs. student-centered). The

language characteristics and linguistic background of the student were also .

considered consequential for the planning of the 'TOS. ethnographic, soC10-

linguistic and educa'tional variables considered significant werer background

of parents, number of siblings at home, age language use at home and in the

community, ethnohistorical and ethnolinguistic information.

. The recognition that students have varied:repertoire* of functional

language use in different situations and with different pirticipant.s, motivated

the-selection of some components of speech eventS.s4ggested by HyMes (1972) as the

the basis for developing the TOS. .Table 2 describes those components used

during the initial stage of development. They were: setting, participants

channel of communication, languages used and discourse characteristics.

TABLE Z

COMPONENTS OF INSTRUCTIONAL EVENTS TO BE CONSIDERED
1N THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE TEACNER CNISERVATIDN'SYStEM

Setting Participantt Channels of Language(s)
Camnynication Used Discourse Characterietics

...
.

.

InstruCtionai Teacher/Studeni(s) speaking English coherence
(fo?6,vai) StudentiStudent(s) listening 'Spanisk complexity._

vt. reading adequacy of yocahulAry
NO0"idftructionAl wilting. code-switching'
(infq.rmai) seitings
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ideally,.an ethnographiC approach to language proficiency asseSsment

consists of observing a student in the communilty, home and school contexts.

Kowever, because of the impracticability of doing so in allfhree domains -

it was decided to obtain community and home information through.ttudent

interviews and other available school records, and to only observe students

in the school setting.,

The advantages and disadvantages of using the categories of setting,

participant(t) sociolinguistit behaviors, etc., was a critical issue of

discussion in the development of the TOS. After considering the range of

speech events that usually'occur in a school day, three representative
eC,

situations and social contexts were chosen." In order to assist observers in

the description of stddents' communicative behavior in the different inter-

actional contexts, basic questions were developed. The questions provide a

guide to the observer in describing a student's range of communicative skills.

The qUestions and interactions are described in Table:3.

.r
TABLE

A T 0 S

OBSERVATION QUESTIONS IN SOCIAL CONTEXTS

, Social Contexts: Adult Directed peer. Group Non-instructional- -Other
Instructional Instructional

Questions to be

answered during

observations:

1, What language(s) and/or nonverbal behavior are used by the studenl
to cOmmunicate?

When the child does not tommunicate verbally, what evidence do You
sea that indicates understandingl Describe the behavior observed.

1.. When the student does not seem to understand, what does she/he do
to clarlfy:the situation? Descrii,e the communicative behavior
observed.

; boos the Studeht.follow the implicit and explicit rules Of
comroUpication oF the soclal context you are observing/
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The field test version-of the TOS (Appendix A) has three components:

Section 1:

Section 11:

Secti-on

Background Information

Teacher Observation Data Sheet

Description of Observation Data

Section 1 consists of a three part questionnaire:,student information, optimal

.student information, and teaCherInformation. The first part includesquestions

regarding basic informatiOn.abOut a student's name, age ;sex,'birthdate:and

language usage. The second part contains questions aboutprevioui schooling

'experience* and language(s) .used in the home.. The th,ird Part inclUdes questions

about the teacher's language background. .SeCtion 11 includes four.sociai

contexts used to describe students) communicative behaviors. Three basic

questions guide the observer to focus on *pecific communicative behavior.

Section III consists of two parts. In part one, the teacher summarizes the

observed student's communicative behavior. In part VNO, extralinguistic factors

that may affect students' communicative ability (e.g., physical, emotional,

and/or social) are de$cribed.

A preliminary Usage Manual for use with the TOS was also deVeloped. It
-

consists of faur, sections:

Introduction

Rationale: description of the ethnographic/sociolinguistic

theories'and methodologies underlying the develop-
ment of the,TOS.

-Mow to use the TOS .

Glossary of terms

-

The TOS'Uiage Manual has not been revised since it was origina1iy developed
during the second ALPBP teacher training workshop.

14



The introduction summarizes the purpose of the TOS. The, rationale

provides the theoretical and methodological approaches which serve as a

framework for an interpretation of students' communicative proficiencY....

The 'third section describes how to_Use the TOS. The glossary of terms defines

terminology used in.the TOS and in the TOS ysage Manual.

Phase ilk Towarda Validation of the TOS. lt was recognized that before the

TOS could be validated .and be of practical 4.1se to teachers it was necessary

to determine whetheh.

o the selected TOS.interactional contexts sample.valid
presentationsO7 students classroom interactisons;

O the three questions for each interactional context
solicit from the,observer an accurate description of
the observed students' functional language abilities;'

behaviors described by teachers focus on a description
of funetional language user

it is posstble to ideotifY. students' functional
abilities through observation of selected classroom
events; 4nd

it is possible to develop a representative number
of communicative performance indicators based on
idenrrfication of functional language abilities.

in order to clarify these issuei'and in preparation for field testing of
..

the TOS, participants were,further trained in the use of microethnographic/

sociolinguistic field methods to identify how children use language for

functional purpoS'es. The workshop was organized by Charlene Rivera and Carmen

Simich. it was 'expected that participants 4,iould gain a better. understanding

f what'atudentt.-neecl to know In order to acCOmpiUsh comMunic'ative tasks



"during c a room interactions, vilith the goal of relating this understanding

to the obser ation tasks outlined in the TOS. The workshop was organized as

follows:

a revt of basic concepts of language proficiency and
langua e proficiency assessment;

a review of the anthropological orientation of "doing
ethnograp y" in classroom settings;

a revieWo the nature and intent of the TOB; and

: a formai introduction ttl.functional uses Of language
in the school\ home andCommunity settiligt and,thelr
relationship tp the teaCher obserVation tasks outlined
An the TOS,

IN101111111111

The field testing of t e TOS was incorporated into the two-day session.

Teachers were paired and ass; ned to different schools to observe students

from kindergarten to ninth grade in chosen iristructiona,i. events. Each teacher

recorded his/her observations individually. The ilalf diy observations were

to be recorded in terms'of functional language used.by the observea students

and other participants, e.g. , teacher, peers, etc. Two teachers were assigned

to observi the same student
%

in order to compare observations and increase

observer reliabi,lity. Following the observa'tions, instructoi-s and participants

discussed the problems and rewards of the experience. Based on their insights

into the process, small groups reviewed the experience brainstormed, and

discussed possible ' indicators" of communicative proficiency. -Participants

also made recommendations for changes in TOS content and format.

Efforts in the Oevelopment and Validation of the TOS: in late May, 1981,

a meeting was held between ALPBP project personnel and a representative frdm4

Tucson Unified School District. The purpose of the meeting was to develop

criteria for analyzing the TOS field test data,. The criteria agreed upon was:



whether the observer answered the three questions for
each of the four social contexts posed in the TOS (see
Table 3);

whether the observer provided a complete and accurate
description of the social contexts observed;

o whether the observer described a student s behavior
in terms of functional-language use; and

whether the observer's sumnary of the observation
recommendations for student placement were represen-
tative of their description of the student s functional
language abilities.

Because.the TOS was at the field test stage, the ALPBP staff were con-

cerned that TUSO would attempt to identify "indicators" of communicative

proficiency.based only on the field test. However, after reviewing the field

test results, the concensus of the ALP$P staff and the IPSO representative

was that, at most, the data could provide a sample list of communicative

functions related to language proficiency' identified at the time of the field

test. Most importantly, it was concurred that the data could not compensate

for an ethnographic/sociolinguistiC study of natural language use in elemen-
t'

tary classrooms 10 investigate what "ways of speaking" (Hymes, 1972, 104)

or functional uses of language that are available to participants in school

settings. Based on identification of reliable and valid indicators, it would

then be possible to determine what sociolinguistic skills students need in

order to be considered proficient communicators. Once reliable and valid

indicators are identified, it would then be possible

TOS or any other similar instrument.

to formally validate-lhe



In this concluding section, the limitations and significance of the ALPBP

teacher training program in'Tucsoh are described. The pilroOse is to provide

evaluative information regarding the ethnographic/sociolinguistic approach to

r-

Tr-1

language proficiency assessment.

Limitations of an Ethnographic/Sociolinguistic Approach to Language Proficiency

Assessment. The limitations of the approach were found to be related to its

implementation in actual classroom situations rather than to its conceptual

framework (Philips, in press). The most significant determinants of successful

implementation in Tucson were found to be:

the working relationship between teachers and administrators;

the time required to become familiar with the ethnographic./
sociolinguistic orientation to language proficiency
assessment;

the.educational- background of teachers; and.

the characteristics of the ethnographic/sociolinguisti
approach.

The Working,Relationship Among TUSD Educators. Cooperaticm of educators
e I

to participate in any training program is highly related to the working rela-

gionship between teachers and administrators. In the case of TUSO, some

tension was ividenced between teachers and administrators because of inadequate

communication between the-tWo. Dmghe one hand, teaChers sOmetimes-felt

impotent and frustrated because they:were not alWays sufficiently infOrMed

about the administrativeAetails which affected them On-the other hand,

it wak evident that internal school district changes and pressures were

reflected in the adminittrators' relationship with the teachers, and for this

reason administrative details were not always communicated to teachers.



Despite this tension, the gradual involvement and acceptance of the ideas

.presente4 during the ALPBP training sessions became a motivating force for
.

both teachers and administrators to cooperate fully:

The Time Factor. Timei-to assimilate basic theoretical concepts and to,

become experienced in their application was found to.be a problematic aspe4t

. in the training of the Tucson teachers. ,The time alloted for training was

. .

negotiated by ALPBP staff with the TUSD liaisons and was limited primarily
,

. by district constraints.

Although each of the three phases of the training program was carefully

planned, difficulties arose in coordinatins sufficient lea;/e time for 'teachers

to attend extended training sessions. Short intermittent sessions were not

generally possible because the major consultants were not in the Tucson area.

The participating teachers found that the short intense training sessions did

not always allow sufficient time to absorb and understand the new theoretical

concepts being introduced. One teacher summarized the feeling by indicating

that the "time (mas) too rushed." Shenfelt "overwhelmed with information."

Other teachers iuggested that more time should have been given for additional

practice and demonstration of observational techniques. Ideally, participants

concurred, training sessions should be distributed throughout the schOpl

year to allow for clarification of theoreti.cal concepts and thei'r application

in the classroom.

Teacher Educational Background. Teachers do not generally have a back-

ground in child language development or second language acquisition ioiues.

They are not.familiar with communicative, patterns of interaction of multicultural/

multilingual student populations; nor are they familiar wrth.the rationale .



for assessing language proficiency. In Tucson, 'was foUnd that teachert -

highly correlate English language proficiency with knowledge of discrete
a

grammatical/phonological items. The participant survey (Table 1) confirmed

that,bilingual educators were not consciously aware of how sociocultural

variables,influence the manner in which morphological, phonological' and

lexical items are integrated into cohesive discourse, Teachers,' concerns

regarding the assessment of students' language proficiency were in general,

focused on ease of teit administration,and interpretation of tett resurts

rather than with the nature and scope of children's language and its

val ill measurement. A general recommendation from the instructors who worked

with the teachers was that courses in linguistics, including child language

, development, second language acquisition, and language proficiency assessment,

be integrated into undergraduate programs so
A

that the new gederation of

A
teachers is prepared to deal with the complexities of assessing the language

proficiency Of language minority students.

OharacteristicsLOf the Ethnographic/Sociolinguistic Approach. The

approas requires systematic ObservatiOn, loYa participant Observer, of students'

language use in 'naturally occurring communicative situations in different domains:

community, home and school. 'The role of participantobserver has two diniensions:

that of a detached, objective observer, anithat of-an active participant. As

such, it requires a person -to observe and, at the same time,'particIpate in

communicatiVe interactions from a detached yet focused perspective.

fn attempting to utilize-this approach in the TOS it was found that thrs

dual )gole can, and generally is, problematic because it requires that the

teacher concentrate attention on the communicative behaviors of one student

while simultaneously maintaining the teacher role providing meaningful learning



activities for all students in the classroom. However, because of the nature

of the TOS, which favors observations by participants who already have an

"insiders" knowledge of sociel-rules of language use in each individual class-
.

room, It was decided to use this aPproach.

Significance of the Ethnographic/locioLinguistic Approach to Training Teachers

in Language Proficiency Assessment Issues. Despite the limitations described

above, there were seve'ral significant outcomes from the ALPSP teacher training

approach to language proficiency assessment. The major outcomes were:

tetchers' awareneSs of the holistIc neture of language4.-

changes in.teachers'' philosoPhy of education.,::OS 'reflected
in:their-self-assestMent of classroom organization and
management prectices; and

the deielopment of en ethnographiC/sbbiolnguistic
-language:proficiency inStrUment, the DOS-..

/

Teacheii'Awareness*of the Holistic,NatUee ofLangUa4e. The holistic -

orientation to the nature of language and language !ProfiCiency aSsestment ts

an impbrtant asOict Of the eihnographic/sociolinOuistic approaCh to language.

proficiency asselsment. Within this non-traditional approach, language

proficiency is defined as knowledge of the grammar of'a language together

with knowledge of the rules of language use.. In addition to linguistic variables,

sociocultural and soci-otinsuistiC,variables; such as setting, perticipant-W,

tOpic(sY of interaction,language(s) used at home, sthool and:comMUnity are,

.:acknowledged, This Approach is in contrast'to the more traditional One. where

.the major criterion for evaluating,language Proficiency s. knowledge ofT

specific gremmattcal end'OhonologiCal items Without consideration of the

rules of interaction an&other SocioculturaLand sOciolingutftic Variables

that affect communication..



The observations of children's Communicative interactions and.class

discussioiss provided the opportunity for teachers to tecome mOre conscious of
4_

the influence of sociolinguistic factors Jn children's language use.. Awareness

of the holistic nature of language motivated participants to reanalyze their

understanding of language use and its role in classroom cbmmunication and

1 earn i ng . One teacher summar i zed , " I ga ned add4 t i ona 1 insight i nto commun

cation as a whole package." Another teacher said, "I now understand communi

cation is not only verbal." One teacher indicated, "(I am now) more observant

Of the manner in which children communicate...I have learnedi'to focus on the

function of communicative behaviors...to hot only listen to what is or, iS not

said but to pay more attention to how the message is communicated."

Changes,in Philosophy of Education. The understanding and acceptance of
411/4

the ethnographic/sociol inguistic approach and subsequent changes in phiJosophy

of, educat i on were ev idenced by comments and d i scuss ions between pa rtici pat i rig

,

teachers anti \ 'estructors., ThroUgh the training, teaChera becaMi more: consciOus'

of the need to exPose children to dyferent 's Ituat ionS-. in' orderto proMote

motivation and rearning through a variety of communicative interactions with

different pariiCipants in varioui social contexts. This understanding

influenced some teachers to modify their views regarding classroom organization

,

and management. One teacher indicated, "(I noW) organize OhysiCaliY in order,

to allow fOr more freedom..of inte#Action.," Another teacher stated, "I foiyfli an

4k,

increased sensitivity to the perceptions Children have of their environment

especially of their school environMent. I feel more aCutely aware of thq'

various levels 'of activity occurring in the classroom and school."
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The ,Development of thesTOS. The de4elopmet of a non traditiond4
9.

ment, the TOS, was another significant dutcome of the ALPBP training. The TOS.
,

is the first initrument which attempts ta relate locused teacher observations

of students' functional language Use in classroom settings and.communicativeA

-Proficiency. The development of the TOS is important because it has the

potential of provieng teachers with an instrument which acknowledges the

,
- wide range of communicative abilities of language minority students. Altnemigh

the TOS itself ks not yet validated and possibly never will be; it represents
:

411 important innovation in,language prOfidiency assessment-practice Which: has:

far readhing implications for educators serVicing language minority Students.,:

.4*"

3

e
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NOTES

1. Philips, S. A course on bilingual language proficiency assessment.
4 Z".

(Report). Rosslyn, VA: National Institute of Education and InterAmerica

ResearchAssociates, 1980.
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The purpode of this report is to describe and evaluatea five-

week course on,language proficiency and:minority stUdents taught by Jim

Cummins and Lily. Wong Fillmore with,the assisOnce of_Kip Anderson as

-part of th0.1981 Berkeley Summer Program.forleachers. The course was.

'developed within the context of the Langilage Assessment'Project awarded to

InterAmerica by the National lnstitate of EduCation in October., 1979., in .

addition tOthe funding of research-id the area of language prOficienCy

assesskent,'the project dought to develop a teacher training program

which would provide educators with-an understanding of language assess-

meat issues.

The first phase of the teacher training component was implemented

in Tucson, Arizona by means of,a course taught by Susan.Phillips of the

University of Arizona. This coUrse.emphasizea the potential Contributions.

.of ethnographic approaches to language proficiency. assessmentA

The preseA course Was entitled "Speaking of English:. Teaching the

Language ktinority Student". In developing tile course, we took the,position

that the issue.of language proficiency assessment;could be discussed ade-

quately onlY Withinithe context o\ f the language minority student's tOtal

educational' situatiOn. Thus the first two'weeks of the.course were

directed towardsilelping students-understand the broader'thebretical

issues ihvaved.in the educatiOn of.language minority students (e.g. the

ratibnale for bilingual education, the nature Of language proficienCy,
.

.how language ia kearned etc.); the practical:implications of the research-...



findings and theoretical'cOnstructs weie discussed in the third week,

while in the fourth week approaches to language proficiency assessment

were integrated into this context. In the fifth week students presented

inservice workshops which they had developed oti the basis of the course

.content. The Course outline is presented'in Appendix L.

Characteristics of Students

Of the 22 students in the course, 11 taught atthe elementary

level, 8,at the secondary level, and,3 taught adults. The:majority were

1)S-either ESL.or regular class oom_teachers; only threemere bilingUal

teachers. The three maSor categories of reasons for participating in

the couise were: 1. to learn more about the'process of second language

(L2) acquisition; 2. to gain more knowledge about apprOpriate way6 of

language iroficiency assessment; and 3. a find out ways of helping

regular teadhers cope With ESL,students in their classes.

About half the students taught in the Oakland School Distridt
.

and severaLexpressed dissatisfactiOn with the BSM which limsed for 2

assessing limited.English proficiency in.-Oakland. .For example, one

teacher repotted that "in my district many ESL teachers deplore,the

BSM test as a viable evaluation of language proficiency".:

,

Students' Initial Views ori (a) Language Pioficiengy'and'(b) EduCational

Practice and Policylor'LEP Students

Students were asked on the first day of class for their under-

''standirig of the:terM "language profilehcy".and for'theim.vieWs on apprbr-

,
priate.educational policy towards LEP students. The purpose of ihis

A



a

waS twofold: first to:provide the instructors. With infOrmation on what

background and assumptions Students wereliringing to the course, and

seCond, tO provide "preteatit:information,against which growth in under-

Standing.the issues Could be. assessed.,-The questionnaire cOmpleted by

students is. presented in Appendix 2.

CAL Language Proficiency

Most students stressed the fact that language proficiency

involved the ability to communicate adequately, with native speakers

of a language. The following example is typical: ,

"The individual would be able to communicate clearly

(to make himself understood), understand what is

communicated to him, read and understand the written

language, and go about his everyday life (job) comfort-

ably."

,Several stUdents made the,point that there are many different

levels of language proficiency and that the "adequacy" of an individual s

proficiency is not an absolute but must be considered in terms,of the

linguistlqemands of her/his situation and aspiratidns. One student

, .

anticipated some of the points that mould be dealt with in the first two

weeks of the-course by pointing out that:

"Communicative skill requires learners.to know the

functiOns of the language in addition_to grammatical
knowledge of the language, while reading And writing

skills require more explicit knowledge Of the language."
Y4,

"

4 (b) Educationalpectice and Poliby for LEP Students.

,

Nbt surprisingly, students responses to.this question tended to

reflect.their own teaching situations. General principles of.appropriate



teaching were 'stressed rather than program methodologies (e.g. ESL vs:

Bilingual etc.). Among the principles Mentioned Were; the impOrtance

of promoting students' motivation to learn.English and their-confidence.

in theit.ability to db so; - reinforcing students' silf-esteeM and ensuring

that program,content is culturally appropriate;.- diagnoeing individaal

student needs;-- involving parents; introducing, writingias.ani:ntegral.

part Of an'ESL program. Some students stressed the importance of bilingual

'programs while others argued for "strictly adhering to the, teaching bg

acqpiring skill in English"; however, 'moot students did not Consider the

issue in "either/or" terms., The-following is .a.good example of this

integrative approach:

.14

"The most important principles around which education for
LES/NES students should be developed,are:the same as those
for all children: children will learn when they are pro-
vi4ed with experiences.and activities at au academic level
which guarantee.., success and in a language which they under-
stand, and when they are provided with's significant other
(teacher, parent, other child),-who already possesses the
skill being "taught", with whom to interact during the exper-
ience. This holds'true for language as well as reading,
writing, mathematics or any skill worth learning."

Zourse Description

The general forMat of the course and reading and assignment proce-

dares are described in *the toarse-outline (Appendix-1) and will,not be

repeated here. The:assignmenta were Osigned not 'only to helP students

articulate'the issues al* relatd them to'their previous exPerience but

also to provide feedback to the instructors about iSsaes-that required

1

mate tieatment. Assignments were discontinued after the third week both

because students were working intensively on-their group ihservicevrojects

, 1



and also because the instructors were'having'difficulty4n keeping np.to-

date with the assignments. However, the assignments appear to'have-been

,especially valuable during the first tw& Weeks ia helping studentS relate

to their own experience the considerable ainount of theoreticaireddings :

_

_they were requirea to do. An example of the critiCal reflection.procees'

that the assignment procedure enconragedAs giVen in Appendix 3.

Studente reactions to the:heavy thedretical emphaSis'durincth

first two:. weeks was surprisingly positive. As is.evident fromthe course

outline, a broad'range of:Complex issues WAS cOvered in a short period OfH

time and students were required to carry a considerable reading and Assign-

meat load. HoweVer, It was cleat from the assigninents and cla4rodd disCus-''

sion that aflarge majoriey of students, saw the theoreticalAsSues as rele-
.

vant to their,practical classroom concernsswith the result that diey co*.

Mitted themselves intellectually to grappling with the ideas,

During the first two weeks considerable discussion took place about'

the merits or otherwise of bilingual education in the 'United States; This

interactiOn
.

'resulted in modification of the views both of those who were

unreservedly negative as well as those 'Who were unreservedly poiitive. The

former appeared ready, forthe most part, to acknowledge that some forms

of bilingual InstruCtion.were pedagogically worthwhile in Certain circum.

stances, while the latter gaiped an.appreciation of *the real difficulties

pf implementing viable bilingual programs ia some urban situationa'and

. the conflicts aisociated with bilinihal education withiii schools and dis-
-

tricts, Jay Kleckner, Principal of a multiethnic Oakland school gave a
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.11

: guest lecture whiCh Contributed substantially to out awareness of these

problems.

In the 'third week the practical classroom iMplications of the
-

. theoretical construCis were considered. Ways.of itrUCturing L2 input

so that it would be comprehensible to language ml.nority students were

, examined in light of the-processes.of language acquisition and academic

development identified in the first two weeks of the course. We attempted

to show how language assessment should and could be an integral part of

any approach to teaching language minority students. The Monitoring of

students' output by the teacher should serve as feedbackwhereby s/he- call

assess the success of past instruCtion and structure fUture L2 input in ,

such. a way that .students.can make sense pf.it.

.

,Tbis theme-was cOntinued:in'the fourth week in which language pro-:
_

ficiency assessment was explicitly examined. '4 did not take lOng to

eStablish tbat mist commercial tests developed to asdess proficiency among

LEP students-were of limited use to the.clasSroom teacher. -Thus, we con-.

centrated,onrways in which teachers could Decome sensitive to manifestai,

tions.of students! proficiency in the classroom. SuS$n Phillips' account
-

.of the ways ia which an ethnographic orientation could contribute to this

process was extremely, valuable.in complementing the Mote paycholinguistic.

orientation Of the instructors. The taxonOmy of clasSroom oral language

(Appendix 4) developed. by.Lily Wong Fillmore serVed as 4 basis for shoWing:

how teachers could develOp-informal assesSment procedures for individual

.students in.their classes":



The dame orientation was emphasized In our- earlier (second and

.

third week) discussions of assessment of'written langUage.- The.iniegratiorc

of assessment with actual pedagogical procedures (d.g. using cloze as both.
-

a teaching and assessment tool, miscue analysis of oral-reading etc.) Was

considered much more useful than contrived test encounters (e.g. standard-
.

ized tests) for the classroom. teacher:. Thui in asdessing both writted

and oral language we stressed,using students mituraliitih language output

as feedback 1:.)Y means of which teachers could appropriately-modify their

subsequent instructional input.

s'

In the final week students.presented their rinservice packets" to

the class. They had.worked'on -these in small groups throughOut,OepreVious

four weeks and the results showed that there is no shortage of creativity'

and inginuitramong classtoOm teacherS: DuringNthe week we made otrOwn

individual language experienCe.bOoks, roleplayed_a sceptical SchoOl'facUlty
,

being inserviced, analysed a videotape of an ESL class, and even *de igloo$'
,

. .

out of parachutes(1), all in the naMe of'ladsuage proficiency, ddVelopment-

, .

and aSsesSment.

44
Some examples:Of the procedurei teecher4 produced for langUage, pro-

g

ficiency assessment are.shown, in;Appendix 5. -These were-intended noi as°.

,

"final productsr but rather."tO provide.inserVice partiCipantS Wi!h eamples'.

'of .the kinds of procedures that might be developed...

1!.Post-test Views

On the'last day of. clads studedtS were-asked to again adswer the

.two.questions they answered:at thebeginning of the'course (Appeadix.2)..
I.



Language:Proficienci

Most responses again emphasized the central role of adequate

communicative skills ia any conceptualization af, language proficiency.

Aowever, a considerably greater proportian of students incorptitated

notioni of situational appropriacy and communicative needs%of speakers

and listeners, in the:.criterial dimensionsof 'proficiency. ,There was a

clear shiftstoWards ;11eVing language proficiency in relative rather than--.-

absolute terms. I"or:example:
[

. ,.. .
. ./. _

"...The most central attribute:Of language proficienCy,
-then,: is the needs 0f.the:Speaker*%.anyone who IS handir.;
capped in aChieving his/her goals by'a lack of control
over.a language IS not praficient..."

never are "proficient" in a language. lie aid con-°

stantly expanding,refining and improving our usage.
children do this sade thing la the early.stages of their
acquisition."

"'Language proficiency', is acheived when a speaker has
reached a level of comMunicative competence such that cont.--
prehension, and productiodIall in the quadrant of being::
cognitively.undemanding even in -caktext-reduced situations
(refer to CUmmins' graph). A spetker may be fully pro-
ficient in, olf area of languagerin a given context and

,: yet be inadequate in proficiency in another. context."

4

SeVeral.students showed a greater appreciation of the compleXities

of the construct bf language-Proficency: far example:

"After all the discussion these past Weeks on language
proficienc, I find the term even more difficult to define! ..."

"I've come to view language proficiency as kind of a ghost,
withourany real form or definition. broughOut-the course
wg"ve discussed so many aspect's of proficiency:that I find
ii hard to define it without a specific context, 1...e. high
sch0q1; adult school, survival on the job. My.ideai
proficiency ,is that the L2 student will be able to express

more tfien functional pbrases(e.g. "t'wculd like to cash a
check", "How do you doothis ,or that?", 'etC.) but to be able



to express feelings or- disculs abstract or "context-reduced"
°ideas, using the appropriate idiom-or dialect or,whatevei
phrases that are necessary for "competent comiuniCation"
(another ghost...)

#

Educational Practice. and Policy fdr LEP Students

The influence of the,interaction among studenta ad:weil 4s of the

lectures and readings Is very evident in responses to this question.. there
,

.

was a major shift towards emphasizing meaningful communication in the class-

, room and being sensitive to and making instrUctional
/
use of students'Iiack-

.,

, ground experience. Several stUdents alsorventiohed the importance of:using
L

"language experience'i 4Procedures mot just for teaching initial-reading but!fOt
1

developing language skills in generals There was a much greater'degree of
- 0

. .

Specifitity in "post-test" recommendations than'inthe pretest,,Where th47

princiOles tended to be somewhat vague (eg, 'eacourageself-esteere, "moti

vate students" etc.).

Among several students who were initially doubtfulbouttherner
.

of bilingual education there was a shift towarda4tknOWledging th4'.validity

of bilingualism est. worthWhileeducational goal andthe:iMportance of
4

studenta! LI in the learning of L2. For ekample,.aMong the mcist'importent'

principlea mentioned by two such students were:

"Literacy in Ll and L2 (whiclrepresents a chan foi me -

for I.now tend to'think'that the bilingual piOgrams should
be ones of maintenance, recOgnizing individual-differences
and parents' Wishes)."

-

"A:strong-foundation in the homeIanguage; speci41ly in,
reading and writing, Will make ieeasierfor students- to
tranafer skills to the 'second language'learning",
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Assesmnent issues were emphasized by several students in the post-

tait which'contrasts with ihe absence of such concerns in the pretest. For'

examplel

"Assesstent of language.Profidiendy in Ll'and;L2.before
attempting any kind of'L2 acquisition.prograt. (thie
have to be done by not relyfon On tests that are already
in existence; perhaps by combining a formal test with
.greater'weight placed on teacher observation)."

:"Assesspent procedures should be established to adequately
determine the language acquisition needs'of these students."

. -

The following eloquent statement summarizes some.of the major

principles that should gtraleprogram. development for language minority

students:

"Education for the minoritr anguage. Child must be itplemented

with Coniideration'tor'the'fo lowing principles:

- A child cannot learn in a la guage he or she does not

underetand.

- Language learning depends, upor the learner's'active

participation in the procesS..

- Nevand difficult conteptd can e tore effectively learned

in the person's strongest langu ge. New' language On be

more effectively learned-uponcOnOepts the person ha's

already mastered. This involVed cognitive demand from the

concept or-the language, but notjjoth..

- "Redundancy" facilitates language learning: when the. Meaning

is apparent in the context.

- children who teel good ebOut the stuff (culture, language,.

eXperience) they bring school,. will.be more easily,

happily and successfully engaged in the learning proCess."

Course Evaluation

On the .Course evaluation form given.to all students.in the Berkeley

Summer Program for Teachers, students were asked to rate the'course.and



instructors on four point scales (excelIen - poor) and also to say what
-

they liked best.and least about the course. Twenty tudentS,were present
,

to complete the form and their.ratings were as fol wst
1

courte evaluation: excellent 17

good '3

q.,instructors evaluation: .excellent 19

good 1

Student comments also showed a high degree of satisfaction with..

the course& These are presented. in Appendix 6. The.Only recurring reser-

vation was that parts of the course were too theoretical And notTracti

cally-oriented enough; on the other hind several students commented od

the appropriateness of the theoretical/practical blend. As one student

put it "my interest in things cerebral has increased.ten-fold"..

.Concluding Comment

Many of the teachers coMmented.that the opOortunityfor extended

interaction'andring among themaelves was extremely Valuable. For ut

also, as idstructors, the interaction with such'a committed and intellec-,

tually.vigdrOgs-group of.people was one of the highlights cif the course.

Both of us learneda great deal:

We are aware that we have.not provided the participants with, any.
.

instant solutiont tb the problems Of language prOficiency.astessment they
. 4

face. To have even attemPted:to do So Would have:been futile, given the

Present state.of-the art: What we -hope We have Succeeded in doing is

transmitting an orientation itt which language prOficiency asaessMent is



3.2

viewed as an integral paFtpf the entire teaching-process and in which

ESL and bilingual ed4detion ;re seen as two sides of the same coin rather
/

than in pposition to each-other.
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APPENDIX 1 (p. 13 - 18)

Education 374E

SPEAKING OF ENGLISH)
TEACHING THE LANGUAGE MINORITY STUDENT

1981 Summer Session for.Teachers'
University Of California, Berkeley

13.

Instructors: Jim Cummins; Ontario Institute for Studies in EducatiOn,-

Toronto .°

Lily Wong FUllmore., University'of California,
Berkeley.

discussion Leader: Kip-Anderson, University of-Wifornia Berkeley

Guest Lecturer: Susan U. Phillips, University of Arizona,

s Tucson (Week.4)
. t

Office Hours: Jim Ciimmins--Tuesdays, 1:30 to 3:30 Room Tolman-Hisll

Texts: Lindfors,.Judith Wells: CHILDREN'S LANGUAGE AND LEARNING, Englewood

Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1980. (Available at the ASUC Book-

store on the "SSFT" shelf in the Textbook Department)

Cohen, Andrew D. DESCRIBING BILINGUAL EDUCATION CLASSROOMS: The

Role of the Teacher in Evaluation. Rosslyn VA: The National

Clearinghouse for Bilingual education (Available from Cummins)

Goodman, Kenneth, Yetta Goodman & Barbara FlOres: READING IN THE

BILINGUAL CLASSROOM: Literacy.and Biliteracy. Rosslyn, VA:

The National Clearinghouse for Bilingual Education. (Available

frlom Jim Cummins)

General Format: Classes will generally commence with small group (10 orso

per group) discussion/orientation sesiions (for around.30 minutes).

These,ar:e followed by a lecture on the day's topic by one of the instruc-.

tors or guest lecturer (ca. 75 minutes) and,a break (15 minutes). After

the break, there will. be a class discussion of the topic (ca. 60 minutes),

and'group work-sessions during which participants will work on their group

projects. The project work wi.l.l involve dEmigning and producing an in-

service package in the following three areas: (1) General,approaches

to the education of language minority students; (2) Principles and prac-

tice of developing language skills; (3) Language 'proficiency assessment.

I

Project groups will be formed according to the target grade7leveLof the.

inservice package being developed,.namely K-3 .(2 groups)', 4!-6, .7,42 &

'adult.' The final week Of the course will be devoted to Class presenta,

tions of thessrin-service training packages whicn vi II be-available for

parttcipants to copy-for use in their own SOO-cis and diStricts.

Readings:op each of the dapy topics wilt generally foil-cm the presenta-7

tion of the topic VI class.

Grading.for thecourse will be on an Sill baste

ment to O'S.determined by overall participation

of assignments, end quality of:the final group

1

only, with .grade assign-
In the-course;,,completton
-project work.-
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WEEK 1 (June 2226) BACKGROUND AND APPROACHES: ISSUES IN THE TEACHING

AND TESTING OF LANGUAGE SKILLS

Monday.(June 22):
do

A. Topic: Overview of the Course; Notions of Laoguage Proficiency

B. 'Reading Assignment: Lindfors, Chapter I (Anoverview of five dimensions
0 language)

,

C. Assignment: List (2 'dopies) What-you believe are the Most common mis.`,
conceptiOns about language proficiency.

Tuetday (June 23):

A. Topic: Cognitive ahd.Academic Aspects Of Language ProfiCiency

B. Readings: Lin.dfors, Chapter'll (Communicative Competence)
Cummins, Jim: "The Role of Pr[mary LangUage-Development in
Promoting Educatfdhal Success forLariguage MinorltyStudents".,
(Paget 17.21 only) -

L. C. Assignment: Write out questions/criticisms of Cummins' Framework
. (Use carbon_to make 2 copies, please)

Wednesday (Juno 24):

A. Topic: Social and Pragmatic Aspects of Language Proficiency

B.:Reedings: Lindfors, Chapter 12 (Communtcatioeompetence, teachers-.
and children)

C. Assignment: _DO eithdr #1 or:#7-of the exercises rn tindfors, pp
or a. language sample analysis of your own Chobsing.

Thursday (June-25):

A. Topic: Oral Language Proficiency and Reading

B. Readings: Wells 8. Ribani "Oral Language and the Development of Reeding"
Lindfors: RECOMMENDED FORTHOSE WHO HAVE HAD NO PRIOR,COURSE-
WORK IN LINGUISTICS OR IN CHILD LANGUAGE ACQUISITION)
Chapters 2 (Native Speaker. Abflities), Chapter 5 (Perspec-
tives on tanguage Acquisition),And Chapter 6/(onguage Acquis-
tion: Developmental Sequence).

C. Assignment: Reflect on first week'S contentiand write out anyquestIons,
-criticisms, etd.,that you might 4ave.. 'Please use a carbon to
:make 2 'copies

frigay (June 26).: individual work on readings,astignments..
,
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WEEK 2 (June 29July 3)- HOW IS LANGUAGE ACQUIRED?

Monday (June 29):

A. Topic: First Language Acquisition

B. -Readings: Lindfors, Chapters 7 (Language acquilition: Active processing
in an intetactive environment) -and 8 -(Language acquisition, teachers
and children)

(And for those who need the background, Chapters 5, & 6 of Lindfgrs
'as weli.-See Thur.sday, June 25 readings for detailt)

Tuesday (June 30);

A. Topic: How Are Second Languages Acquired?

B. Readinge- Lindfors, Chapter 15 (Different.languages, teachers and
children); Tucker & Gray paper (OumMins Will hava thtsfgr-yoU);

C. Assignment: Identify from your own experience and intuitions those
aspectsof second languige:acquisition that mike it hard for
some peopieto learn languages after thefirst. (Please .m?a!)

2 copies cif this assignment by using-your 'carbon paper)

Wednesday (July I):

A. TopiC: Issues in Teaching the Language Minority Student

B. 13eadings: Cummins (same paper assigned:for.Tueiday; june 23),

. .

C. Assignment: Writeout (with carbon duplicate) one thigr:etical and/br
empirical criticism of Cummine argument.

Thursday (July.2):

A. Topic: Bilingualism and Bilinguaj Education

B. Readings: Cohen, Describing Bilingual Education Classrooms (see texts)
FiliMbra, "Thoughts on. thwa NonEnglish.Speaki.ng Student''''
(Fillmore will,give you this.paper in class)

C. Assignment: Write7out (with carbon duplicate) some ,principles of' language
, -that ought to be i.aken into account in language teaching and

assessment.

Friday (July 3).: Individual work on projects and atsignments
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WEEK 3 (July.3- July 10) METHODS AND APPROACHES TO TEACHING LANGUAGE MINORITY
STUDENTS

Monday (July 6):

A. -.Topic: Teaching English:to Non:-Native Speakers: ExpliOlt ApproaChes

.B. Readings: ''Lindfors, Chapter 3 (Components.of LangUage Structure)
Terrell, "A Naturalistic Approach to Second Language-Teaching"
(Cummins Will give you this paper in class)

Tuesday (JUN 7):N-

A. Topic: Teaching English through Content Unstructi;bn "(Jpdirect Approaches)

B. Readings: -1.:Indfors, Chapter 9 -(Language ih.Leireling) & Chapter '10
(Language in Learning, TeacKers and ghildren).. .

Wilson*, "The immersion effect" (Cummins_ will g.ive this to you)

:.C, Assignment: Do #7.on page 347 of Lindfors.

L. Wednesday (duly 13)-:

A. Topi.c: Text as Input for Language Learning

B. Readings: Goodman,C400dman,& Flores (ihe whOle. thing); Beil,"The
.EMperor's New Clogs," (Cummint will give you thts);' Hasketi
"Putting Cloze into +he Classroom" (Cummins will give you
'thit tOo)-

C. Assignment: Wr1te.up one or more technlique using teXt as input for-. .

language:learners that haS worked well -for you,

Thursday (J01 9):

A. Topic:, Idea Pot-luck:- Methods and Materials

B. Readings: A paper by Susan Phillips (TBA)

C. Assignment: Please do +he exercise in Cohen, pp. 29-34:

Friday (July 10): Individual work on projects and assignments
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WEEK 4 Nuly 13 - July 17) APPROACHES TO LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY ASSESSMENT

Monday, (July

A. Overview.of Assessment Procedures

El, 'Readings: Section I of NIE Report on Testing and Assessment: "Validity'

and Reliability". (Cummins will proVide)

.C. Assignment: TBA

Tuesday,(July.14):

A. TopIc: EthnOgraphic ApprOaches to Classroom Interaction-
(Guest LectUrer: :Susan U. Phillips)

a. Reading: TBA

C. Assignment: TBA

Wednisday,. (July 15):

A. Topic: Ethnographic APproaches to Language Proficiendy AssessMent

(Guest LectUrer: Susan U. Phillips)

EL. Reading: TBA

C. Assignment: TBA

Thursday, (Juiy:16):

A. :Naturalittic Approaches to Language Proficiency_Assessment

B. :Readingtt Fillmore paperleg on. language-proficiency assessMent:

Friday, (JulY 11): Individual work.on projects and assignmentS

104



WEEK 5 (July 20 - July 24) APPLICATION 8. PROJECT PRESENTATIONS

Monday, (July 20):

Topic: Group 1, K-3 Presentation

Tuesday, (July 21):

Topic: Group.2, K-3 Presentation'

Wednesday, (July. 22):

Topic: Group 3, 4-6 Presentation

Th4rsday, (JOly 23):

Topic: Group 4; 7-12 & Adult Prestintation

'Friday, (July 24):
Vb.

Topic: Synthesis and Course Evaluation

18.
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APPENDIX 2 (p. 19 - 20) 19.

Education 374E

June 22, 1981

-Name :Summet pbond

Home Address (permanent)

.4!

Fresent positton -and/or function

School/District:

Grade levels you are primari,ly involVed with: .1<-3 4-8 -'771.2 .College

Any prior courses related to this one? (e.g., ESL, 42:AcqUidition, Linguitics,
Bilingual Education, etc.)

none
1-2

,

Check whether you have fluent (F)., intetmedialie (I) or negOgible (N) knowledge
of the following languages: . , -.

French F,-1 N F. I N

Spanish F 17-N7.7- -' F. I--N

-German F._ ...-117-- F I N

What do you, hope -1:o get out of this course?
3,-

Have-you any research or practical experience in the use,of language proficiency
tests? If sd, which one(0?

s there anything you.would like us tO know about you? I

1013
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Questionnaice, page 2

20.

,

EduCat1on1374E

What is your present underttanding of the term "language proficiency"?,
Try to define the term as you understand it, specifying its Most central
attributes: ,

a

I

Based on your own experience and/or intuitions, what are the-most-important
prtnciples which you feel ought to guide educational practice and policy
for language minority (LES/NES) students?),4

f 107
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23 June 1.98i.

APiTNDIX 3 (p . 23.)

a.

Most of what you have stated !flakes -sense to me. In fact, i

confirms in my mind that what'd passes for bilingual education in:-

most areas(and certainly'Oakland)is 'loaded on faulty theories of
how second lAnguage acquirers can- best achieve: EngliSh. prOficiencYr:

.

in all of its fOrros.

The \erms that you use are new to me and well explained, -and in
.

.

many instances are condreie evidence of sotething I've suspected

for a long time. Teachers who are successful ial teaching langudge
. . .

pro ciency to native speakers as well as non-ndtive speAkers realize,
c itiVely perhaps, that linguistic .and communicative(in all Its. .

.forms)competence go hand in hand and all languige. is inter-related.

.- - dand not strictly compartmentalized.

What, if any kindd of exit criteria, should be, used. in a
quality bilingual prbgram? .

2. Are youalbgintaining that all second langudge acquisition
students should 'be in a full bilingual program?

30, What -role do you see ESL performing in a bilingUal studalts'
role of attaining language proficiency in English?

4. Are there any- circumstances you can see an Li student not
being ' in a bilingual , program 'but entirely.- in an ESL Program?

, If so; 'What are the conditions? tor
What tyties of testing devices can or should psychologists

.

use in evaluating an Ll child to determine if lack of academic
progress is due to lack of English proficiency or a genuine
learning disability? Should such students even be tested
ith such culturally biased tests?
How did the districts -you noted as having qua'lity.bilingual
programs get started given' the political and monetary hurdles?

7. Would having to .serve only one particular bilingual group
make the impleMentation of a quality bilingual program easier?

8. In the quality programs you n,oted, were the bilingual staff'
tested for their competency lin the primary language and English?

9. Why-do you thihk the notion of "linguistic mis-match" figures
. so greatly in eitplaining the lack of ecAdemic progress ot
\ failure of _Li' students in bilingual prdtrams in the U. S?

. Do you think it- has to do with an ethnocentric view or socio-
economic factors? Or istt even more complicated than that?
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'APPENDIX 5 (p.- 23 - 28)

M. Yamagishi
Education 374E
Inservice Workshop
Grades 9-12

ASSESMEM OF THE E.S.L. STUDENT AT-THE

SECONDARY LEVEL

I. General Problems of Assessment:

A. Many schools dont-t even' have and ESL program.

,B.-- Rcigardless of "the level, students are "dumped" into content

area classes- with native speakers..
C... Many come in without any previous testing

33;" Those students who do. come in with test scores are still not

adequately assessed, due to the lack of valid tests for ESL students.

1. Problems of, on terion validity: and. content validity exist.

(e.g. The Bilingual Sytax Measure tests for syntag and-

grammar usage, but is that a *valid measure of langUage

proficienay??)
2. -.The state of Calif. hasn't, approved. or recommended. any test .-

. as valid, for the .seeondary level.

9

23.

II. Suggestions for Assessment:

A. View assessment df.language skills as haVing a broad. base. NO cite

or twci variables are going to accurately diagnose language proiteiency

or predict for academie success. /(e.A. correct oral reading --Ih9netic

decOdine- does not indicate language proficsiency.)

B. Get,a personal histOry of the ESL student. It can _offer valuable
infornition' for your teaching. (See. questionaire. Pig. I)

,
C. Pay attention to the social skills of Irour student, both in and, out

of class. (e.g. does he initiate questions? attempt to use the Ian

interact with native speakeri? ask for help? etc.)

D. Be sensitive to students' .culture

refugees from Central America and.

to assesstheir rear capabilities

of your elaSs. View assesment as
,

E. Don't expect a student's fluency in Oral productionAoomprehension

to Match his writing skills. Oral Money normally com es. 3

.years sooner than written language fliency in second language acqui-

sition: v

Use all poskible resourees petit:lecounselors, ESL teachers, Student:

peers, county resources (some offer translation services), parents

(if translators.are available), the Students Other teachers,

guage?

shock erperience(especially for ri

Southeast Asia) --it may be harder
and. language skills at the beginning

FL ongoing process..
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ft. Surgestions for Assessment (cont.)

. 24.

G. .kacognize thrt.proficiency in English can encompass proficiency in a.,
wide range cr language skills. (see unit analysis by 1.W. FitmOre on
oral language as an example).- Consequently, it'a Important for you to
determine.what particular language skills are necessary for participation/
success in .y7MT Class. .Yout assessment sbould.focus aainly on the .skille
you choose.-

1. Give ycurstUdents comprehension questions or activities that focus
on the particular skills you choose. ,

2. Keep an informal chart on how.often the student demonstaates-the skills
yowdecide,above. (see the example assessment chart, Fig. 2)

H. Focuse on how well the child Can communicate. Other areas such as spell-
ing or grammar should. not be overremphasized at'this point over their
comprehension skills.

GRADING THE ESL STUDENT: PROBLEMS & SUGGESTIONS

Majorquestion: DO you grade the student by the relative competence Cif his

A

English skills at compared to,the native speakers Or- °

do you grade by the amount of effort and/or progress that".
has been accomplidhed in learning the secomi language????.?

Problem : 1. Comparing L., students to native speakers seems unfair, especially
if the leg student is bright and had made excellent progreses-
Moreover, how then can you. use grades ss a:positive reinforcement.

However, to maintain .school -district-standards means these stu-
dents must pats some kind of criteria that demonstrateS their
ability to functioitin the nextlevel7of difficulty.. Passing
Iltemmaybe,actuallya diSservice.

Response: (youire not going to like thit....) Thixtes-probabIy-no way
le completely satisfied with 'the grade you giVe io the ESL stuxlent.3
Oatever happens, don't be overOoMe'with the "Guilts". Doi'hoWever,

,Make a. point to sit down with the student and. discuss bis grade-with
him, breaking-down his grade in'the Class 4.n, to Specific'areas so
that he can pi positive feedbaCk on what hes doing rightt and so

hit you can. encOuragebim to tontinue his rate ofprqgress.
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Fizure 1 - Questionaire for ESL Asessment
-

1. Name: First- Last (Family name)-

2.. Address/phone number
3. Class.schidule (name of claSs, teachLer,period)
Li. Native country.; CIty-

50 -Date of arTival
6. What'language.dO you speak at home?

7. What is your father's job? What is your mother6 job?

8. -How long dia,you go td tchool in your native..country? What grade did-you

p

9. Did you ever study English? If yes, korhow long?
10. .Did riu live anywhere else in the United States before living in Union City..?

11.- :How Many people speak English in yourhome? Who are they?

12. -Do you have friendt,that speak English? .

The foilowingkinds of information would also be useful to find Out but May be'....

inappropriate for: a questionsire..

I.

.

1. Age

,,
.

2. Whetheror -not they live with their parents

l'.- 0. Number of people:1n their family here in the U.S. (living with them)*

LI... Whether they like living in.the US. .

5. Whether they were forced to leave their' country (i.e* refugee?)

6. Personal aspirations for higher education or jobs
****4****4A4****************

Figure 2 - Example Assessment-Chart for Language skills

Subject- Social.Sciencest History class
Unit ... Americah Revolution

-....-----;' lAttemptt & suilly-.No.attempts Attempts

1

suddeedS -succeeds
soMetimes .

t_
1. Answers Questions

aboUt-readiTrgs
.2. makes inferences,
3. gives opinions'

reStates major events

5. understands vocab.
6. follows written

:directions

7. follows oral
direCtiond

8. Asks for help
N

V

tit
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26.
A Partial List of.Oral and Writteri ianguate Skills

\

aril LanZiage Skills(Comurehension and product:Lon)

/A the :StUdent-able'to---

explain?
format situations?

describe?*

narrate?
give directiona?i

integrate neu infromation with old information?
give examples?

-define?
summarize?'

.0all attentiOn to important details?
designateomain" points?
give opinions?

,s.sk formore infOrmation?.
f011ou .4irectione-
ask for'attention/help?
Understand. rules of behavior in-Class?
understand procedures of class activities?
ask for Clarification? .

\

'Ilritten"Languame Skills .

involving good struCtures

correct-grammar uSage
syntax
sentenm-,, completeness' i
appropriateword. -choice
sentence variety
boherence

Other skills:
. organization of ideas

coordination of ideas
subbordination of ideas
uses of synomyms
logic
going from general to specific
legibility
.creati*ity
imagination

'reading Comprehension skills
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APPENDIX 6 (p, 29 - 33)

. STUDENT EVALUATION OF THE

1981 SUMMER PROGRAM FOR TEACHERS

1. Number and title of your course:

29.

4

2. How would you evaluate this course? (Check one)

Excellent Good Fair Poor

3. How would you evaluate yout instructor(s)?

Excellent T Good Fair Poor

4. What did you like best abOut this course?

S. What did you like least?

74.

6. Other commelits:

7. What kind of course(s) Ao you think would interest you or youi fellow
teachers next summer?



LIKED BEST

i777
AppendiX 6

STUDENT COMMENTS'ON'THE'COURSE

1. I had opinions, about ESL and bi-
lingual education but didn't have
much idea of what the authorities
thought or what theresearch indi-
cated until I took this course.
It definitely deepened my under-
standing of what I was trying to
do as an ESL teacher.. renjoyed
the format and the contrast in
Anstructors.

2. The-exchange of ideas, activities
and experiences between the mem-
bers of the class, all of whom
share a common interest in this
field.

Group presentations, sharing of
ideas with fellow educators.

Basic struCture of course. The
praCtical aspects of the grade-'.-
level methods of instructiOn,
Some are applicable ev*at the'
-senior high. level.

most enjoyed the exchange.of
ideas from people in'variouS
.degreea.of teaching.ESL. The
research and theory of,others.
enlightened me and helped mo
-formulate:new ideas of teaChingESL

iiKED LEAST

1

_

Overly long lectures, dealing with
(what I cendi4erea,tWbeY abstract
theory, that would not be applicable
to my daily classroom teaching.

lectures t6o long sOmetimes. Would'
.have liked less theory, More proc
tical appliCations

Somt:of theory lectures) Could have
been condensed.'1411i.FhillipsAeCu!
especially could have-beeU condense&
to a l'hour lecture. (7)

I'm afraid too much theory In hour:.
long lectures Can.cause me to tune
out.,.even if:I:realize that / need
the theory to function. intelligefitly.

-

OTHER CONMENTS AND
14NEXT SUMMER C2URSZ.

7REFERENCE

-* More help' in implementing ideaaithat':
171eorned,... .

COmmins and Fillmore both-impress mei
with-their

knOwledge,of,current research,'
their abilities to Communicate, their
interactions with the,clasd memberi,,end'
their enthusiamktor the subject' arid the

*,NOre practically oriented. course.

ktiore practicei lees theory.

X, eejeyed the informality of.the
and haVe gained some veu valuable infOr,
motion. - .

'lc An intensive course 04 tried and uajJ
-techniques to use in teaching gsl: students:
et the"senior high level eXcluSively.

126
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LIKED BEST

6: Format f presentations, the link
ing.of c rent theoretical.research
and sugges ion's for Practical
methodology.

:\
7,- I found out abOot assessment tech-.

niques to use in'the classroom.
Learned -some new techniques for
promoting; oral and Written skills.
Realized that.there are people.in
the field who are interested in
bilingual 'education as an educa7,

tool,not as,i pOlitical
device.

S. The entire course was beneficial
to me. I found all the materials
and informative presentations ex-
cellent. I'm glad I took the
course.

9. Totally nea insights into second
language acquisition. Ideas on
evaluation/assessment of LEP
students, group projects.

10. The detailed and intricate fac-,-.
tors of language proficiency,
clarification Of elements
involved in L2 acquisition and

- the brief miscue. analysis.

12).

'LIKED LEAST

Iteading the paper by Mr.'Cnmmins--
it 'was too cognitiVely demanding...

There was arCeXtensive.amount.of
:informational material presented
_in.so little time. .I'feel it would
have been better if the Plass' -was
an eight week course.

.

i.0THER.COMMENTS ANk
NEXTSUMMER COURSE
-"WEPEttENCE

I found Susan Phillips lectures on
miaroetfinography o.be of Valee in
assessing-linguag proficiency.-

Presentation '1.7

very infermative. lbertnve ,mt an:
insight intO method's and materials:
used, at other levels,'

;i This course is will worth the:time.
leuiY teacher %ibp isi:COncerned frit, their
Opila,:janguage progress ehouId:4444,
der taking i1. ' '

was under,the iMpression.that student:
assessMentyas going7p3:be Overe4...
Sssume this Wao'overlooked,becauie it:
le so difficult to aseess. LstudeilW
potentiale.

* Adult. gu, methoo,

'Cummins and pillmore:.are a gotiCblend as7:
instructors'. They complementeach Other:.
beautifully.

Anything involving ESL/Bilingnal..:.
Woulcl,definittly recommen&this:Ourse
fotiny.entire faculty.

This Course.should have more exposeree
tin school distriets iMpacted by language_
minority students.-:

*.Miscue analysis for useldth;AValUation
of language minority studente.'

1'42 t.4



LIKED BEST

The opportunity to Work wifh other
teachers with similar responsibili-
ties end problems:in-their work.
The presentation of the most recent
research data and conclusions rele-
vant to the issues'At

Format was vatied, gtoup work was
very productive.

Using other*teachers for,resource,
lectures on L2 acquisition articles
passed out in class. Guest lectur-
er, Jay Kleckner.

LIKED LEAST

It was difficult fOr-me to keep-uv
. ;with the readings and written .asSign-meats.-

OTHER.COHNENTS AND
NEXT SUMMER COURSE

FgRENCE-'.

* MOre-of.same.

Need. another break, not,used to,'
lectures and sitting.

.Text; if the lecture' went over.111
.hours, the room(itwas freezing)

st,of the-topics discussed in
he CoUrse are not:new to me;
owever I like the idea Of:sharing.
nformatiOn emong my classmates
d finding Out what_otheeESL--
lingual teachers are doing to
ach the language minoritY
udents.

e format in that it gave a good
erview Of the °different theories,
d the teading.

* Teaching techniques, .claes manage-meat:

.1-really enjoyedlitYls lectutes Am)
her constant effort to'keep the class
oti a ptactical locus. t elso appre-
Clete her shilityto

integrate:4fferl-ent Pointe. Of View cit Methodologies ortheoties inte something useful for the
:clasiroom.

*11Ore
eMphasis'on-teaching.strategies -activities iivthe class.

Course ie too short.

: This is the best coUrse I. have.takenyears.

continuatiotkOf this
oo-urse, going more into detail in the..
theiirY,

'
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